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The voice of the legal profession in Western Australia

17 February 2009
Ms Renae Jewell
Select Committee into the Appropriateness of Powers and Penalties for
Parliamentary Privilege and Contempts of Parliament
Legislative Council
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000
By email: council@parliamenLwa.gov.au
Dear Madam
Select Committee into the Appropriateness of Powers and Penalties for
Breaches of Parliamentary Privilege and Contempts of Parliament - request for
comment
Thank you for your letter dated 12 December 2008.
Please find enclosed a copy of a joint press release issued by the Law Society and
the Bar Association dated 23 February 2008.
In addition to involving the Supreme Court where it is sought to imprison a person,
the SOCiety submits there ought be a limit on how much a person may be fined by
Parliament, with the matter to be referred to the Supreme Court if Parliament seeks
to impose a greater sum. The Society suggests that the limit ought be $10,000.
The Society further submits that in cases where an alleged breach of parliamentary
privilege or contempt is to be dealt with by Parliament without reference to the
Supreme Court, natural justice must be afforded to the individual(s) concerned. In
this regard the SOCiety refers the Select Committee to the Society's letter of 14
November 2008 to the Hon Nick Griffiths MLC (Select Committee Chair) and the
report prepared by Freehills entitled "Natural Justice: Parliament and its Committees,
protecting the rights of the individual". A copy of the Society's letter and the Freehills
report are attached for ease of reference.
It has not been possible in the time in which we have had to respond to your letter
(which included the Christmas/New Year period) to consider and form a view upon
the issue whether under the current statutory provisions there are aspects of
Parliamentary privilege which may make it difficult to undertake a successful
prosecution of an offence under ss55 to 61 of the Criminal Code. The Society would
be pleased to consider this matter if further time were to be made available to it for
that purpose.

Dudley Stow
President
Level 4, 89 St Georges Terrace Perth WA 6000, Ox 173 Perth
Telephone: (08) 9322 7877 Facsimile: (08) 9322 7899
Email: info@lawsocietywa.asn.auWebsite:wwwJawsocietywa.asn.au
Please address all correspondence to The Law Society of Western Australia PO Box Z5345, St Georges Terrace Perth WA 6831

LAW SOCIETY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AND BAR ASSOCIATION OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
JOINT PRESS RELEASE
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Recent events before the Select COI1l~iti~~:fJ?f:H;.:negeofthe Legislative Council in
relation to Mr Julian Grill raise two i~:;ud of general public importance. While not
commenting upon the detailed circumstances of the particular case, the Senior
Vice President of the Law Society of Western Australia, Hylton Quail and the
President of the Western Australian Bar Association, Craig Colvin SC today made
. the following joint statement.
UAny citizens of Western Australia should be afforded natural justice by the
Parliament of the State where an allegation is made that the citizen has breached
the privilege of Parliament. Natural justice requires that any person brought before
Parliament know the nature of the allegation and be given a fair and reasonable
opportunity to respond before parliamentary members who have not prejudged the
issue. These requirements are not met if a decision has been made without giving
natural justice and there is a reconsideration on the basis that it will give a chance
to comply with the decision that has already been made".
As to the question whether a person should be gaoled for not giving an apology
required by Parliament, the joh~t statement said:
"If the Parliament of Western Australia retains its ancient jurisdiction to imprison
its citizens in any case of a breach of privilege (which is by no means clear) then, in
a modern democracy, it should refrain from exercising that power and enact
legislation that ensures that no person is exposed to the risk of gaol without a fair
trial before an independent judiciary."

Hylton Quail
Senior Vice President
Law Society of We stem Australia
Phone: 0416 254 144

Craig Colvin SC
President
Western Australian Bar Association
Phone: 92200533
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14 November, 2008

The Hon Nick Griffiths MLC
President
Legislative Council of Western Australia
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000

Dear Mr Griffiths

FREEHILLS REPORT: "NATURAL JUSTICE: PARLIAMENT
COMMITTEES, PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL"

AND

ITS

I am writing to you to express the Law Society of Western Australia's strong support
for an urgent review of Parliamentary Committee process and Parliaments power to
summarily imprison.
'
The review should consider and adopt the recommendations in the report prepared
by Freehills titled "Natural Justice: Parliament and its Committees, Protecting the
rights of the individuaf'. This report identifies the short comings in the present
system; reviews procedures elsewhere in Australia and in other common law
jurisdictions; and recommends procedures in the Western Australian Parliament and
its committee· system, to properly protect the rights of persons whose interests may
be damaged as a result of such a process.
The recommendations in the report are not radical and do not provide more than the
minimum protection, which the Society considers an individual to be entitled to.

Dudley Stow
PRESIDENT
cc:

Hon Eric Ripper MLA
Leader of the Opposition
Hon Suzanne Ellery MLC
Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council

Level 4, 89 St Georges Terrace Perth WA 6000, Dx 173 Perth
Telephone: (08) 9322 7877 Facsimile: (DB) 9322 7899
Email: info@lawsocietywa.asn.au Website: www.lawsocietywa.asn.au
Please address all correspondence 10 The Law Society of Western Australia PO Boy. Z5345, St Geor~es Terrace Perth WA 6831

Freehills
Mr David Price
Executive Director
The Law Society of Western Australia
Level 4
89 St George's Terrace
PERTH WA 6000

Dear David

Review of Parliamentary Committee Process
Review of Parliament's Power to summarily imprison
I refer to Council's consideration of the above matters during the course of this year,
Arising out of my firm's involvement in matters relating to Mr Julian Grill (which are' now at
an end), we believe it is important to see through the process of reform, and not let the
important issues that were raised be forgotten (until they again arise sometime in the
future),
In this regard I enclose, for your ease of reference, further copies of a letter and report
which I previously.copied to Dudley Stow, as President of the Law Society, relating to
work my firm has undertaken in its own right recommending reforms of the Parliamentary
Committee process,
Also enclosed are copies of letters passing between myself and the Premier in regard to
the issue of summary imprisonment.
I respectfully ask the Law Society to do what it can to ensure that both matters are dealt
with by Parliament, and not forgotten,

+61
+61

92

7724
767724

steven.penglis@freehills.com
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Freehills
The Han. Alan Carpenter MLA
Premier of Western Australia
Parliament House
Harvest Terrace
PERTH WA 6000

22 July 2008
Matter 81296809
By fax and emaii

Dear Premier

Thank you for your letter dated 17 July 2008.

It is disappointing that you are unable to say that amendments regarding contempt and
powers of imprisonment will be on the legislative program for 2009, particularly in tight of
Mr McGinty's comments, whilst Leader of the Labour Party in Opposition, that, when it
took Government, the Labour Party would cause the laws to be changed.
Whilst I understand that the legislation is not one of your Government's priorities, the
concern is that if it is never made a priority, then it will never be dealt with (which seems
to have been what has happened thus far).
For the sake of completeness I also note that the issue the subject of my prior
correspondence is the power of Parliament to summarily imprison a person: it is not
[imited to Parliamentary Committees.
I will diarise to write to you again before the end of the year.
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Our Ref:

Mr S Penglis
Partner
Freehills
GPO Box U1942
PERTH WA 6845

Dear Mr Penglis
Thank you for your letter dated 26 June asking whether amendments in relation to the
Parliament's powers to punish for contempt, particularly by summary imprisonment, will
be included in'the Government's Legislative Program for 2009.
As you will be aware from previous comments, this Government believes that it is
unacceptable that a Parliamentary Committee could threaten a person with
imprisonment. However, legislation in this regard is not one of the Government's
priorities and I am unable to say yet whether amendments regarding contempt and
powers of imprisonment will be on the Legistative Program for 2009.
Yours sincerely

Alan Ca

enter MLA

PREMIER

1 7 JUL 2008

197 St George's Terrace, Perth, Westem Australia 6000
Telephone (08) 9222 9888 Facsimile (08) 9322. 1213 Email: wa-government@dpc.wa.gov.au
www.premier.wa.gov.au

Freehills
The Hon. Alan Carpenter MLA
Premier of Western Australia
Parliament House
Harvest Terrace
PERTH WA 6000

26 June 2008
Matter 81296809
By fax and email

Dear Premier

Julian Grill
We refer to our letter to you dated 10 March 2008 and to your letter in reply dated 18 April

2008.
We would be grateful if you would confirm that the matter will be included in the
Govemment' egislative Program for 2009.

Steven en
Part r
Fre hills
+61
117724
+61 419767724
steven.penglis@freehllls.com
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Freehills
The Hon. Alan Carpenter MLA
Premier of Westem Australia
Parliament House
Harvest Terrace

26 June 2008
Matter 81296809
By fax and email

PERTH WA 6000

Dear Premier

Julian Grill
We refer to our letter to you dated 10 March 2008 and to your letter in reply dated 18 April
200B.

We would be grateful if you would confirm that the matter will be included in the
Government' egislative Program for 2009.

"-----.....
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Mr S Penglis
Partner
Freehills
GPO Box U1942
PERTH WA 6845

Dear Mr Penglis
Thank you for your correspondence dated 10 March concerning the Select Committee
findings and recommendations in relation to Mr Julian Grill.
The Government's legislative program for 2008 does not include amendments in relation
to Parliament's powers to punish for contempt. However, it is an issue that does require
consideration in the future.
Yours sincerely

Alan Carpente
PREMIER

1 8 APR 2008

197 St George's Terrace, Perth, Western AustraLia 6000
Telephone (08) 9222 9888 Facsimile (08) 9322 1213 Email: wa-government@dpc.wa.gov.au
www.premier.wa.gov.au

Freehills

The Hon Nick Griffiths MLC

26 June 2008
Matter 81252191
By email

President of the Legislative Council

Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000

The Hen. Fred Riebeling MLA
Speaker of Legislative Assembly
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000
Dear Sirs

Natural Justice: Parliament and its Committees

As you know, we have acted for Mr Julian Grill in regard to matters relating to contempt of
parliament in both the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council.
In both matters we expressed our concern at the denial of natural justice afforded to Mr Grill.
As Mr Gageler SC (the next Solicitor General of Australia) stated in a written opinion to us,
what occurred was an "egregious failure of procedural fairness'.
As a result of comments made by Mr Quigley MLC on the ABC Stateline program in August
2007 and a Senior Opposition member of the Legislative Council earlier this year (as to
which see page 2 of our report). we have, on a pro bono basis, prepared a comprehensive
report which:

•

identifies shortcomings in the present system;

•

reviews procedures applying elsewhere in Australia and in other common law
jurisdictions;
recommends amendments to the procedures of the Western Australian Parliament

and its committee system to properly protect the rights of persons whose interest
may be damaged as a result of such processes.
Our report is provided to you herewith.
We urge that the report be acted on and the processes of the Western Australian Parliament
and its committees revised so as to properly protect the rights of the individual.
In this regard we note that our recommendations are not radical and do not provide more

than the minimum protection which we consider an individual to be entitled to. Moreover,
what we recommend is largely based on procedures presently existing in the Australian
Senate, the New Zealand House of Representatives and the Queensland LegIslative
Assembly Ethics Committee.
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cc:

The Hon. Kim Chance MLC
Leader of the Government in the Legislative Council
The Hon. Norman Moore MLC
Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council
TheHon. Jim McGinty MLA
Attorney General of Western Australia
The Hon. Christian Porter MI..A
Shadow Attorney Genera! of Western Australia
Mr Dudley Stow
President of the Law Society of West em Australia
Mr Craig Colvin SC
President of the Bar Association of Western Australia
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Freehills

Summary

Natural Justice: Parliament and its
. committees
Protecting the rights of the
individual
Background

In August 2007 we wrote to the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly concerning the House's denial of natural justice to
Mr Julian Grill, In regard to the Legislative Assembly's finding,
based on a committee report, that he was in contempt of
Parliament.
At the time concerns were expressed by:
Mr Birney MLA in the Legislative Assembly on 14 August
2007; and
2 Mr Quigley MLA, later that week on the ABC Stateline

program.
Mr Birney stated:
".. .It is the Parliament that requested Mr Grill to make an
apology; therefore, it should be the Parliament that gives Mr
Grill the opportunity to put forward his explanation ... "
(Hansard, 14 August 2007, P 3866).
Mr Quigley stated:
"We've got to move on. But in moving on we've got to learn
and improve the system ...

r would hope we'd end up with a system where it's a bit like
the CCC, that if an adverse finding was to be made against
a person that thecornmittee would notify that person before
making the finding of their intention or the possibility of that
finding being made and at that point invite a submission.
I would even go further to say once ... because a finding can
result in imprisonment, that once the committee gets to a
posltion of saying we'll send a letter to the witness adviSing
him there may be adverse findings against him and
stipulating what those findings may be, that that person
then has the right to re-attend with a lawyer ...
r would urge Mr Ken Martin QC, the President of the Bar
Association, the Law SOCiety, and Mr Steven Penglis the
senior partner at Freehills, who was Mr Grill's lawyer.. .for
those three people to come together and either jointly or
separately make some submissions on behalf of the

6.004120677 .47
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Background

community to the speaker of the chamber ....
On 13 November 2007, the Report of the Select Committee of
Privilege on a Matter Arising in the Standing Committee on
Estimates and Financial Operations was tabled in the
Legislative Council.

In summary, the Report identified:
i

a number of unauthorised disclosures of the deliberations of
the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial
Operations in relation to a proposed inquiry into Westem
Australia's iron ore industry; and

2 a wide range of contempts both against the Standing
Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations and the
Select Committee itself during the course of its inquiry.
A number of the recommendations of the Select Committee
were adopted by the Legislative Council on 4 December 2007.
Recommendation 20 required Mr Grill to provide an
unreserved written apo!ogy to the House within 7 days for an
alleged unauthorised disclosure of the Select Committee's
private proceedings to Mr Brian Burke.
Mr Grill, represented by Freehills, refused to apologise in
accordance with the order of the Legislative Council.
On 20 February 2008 the Legislative Council referred the
matters involving Messrs'Burke, Crichton*Browne and Grill to
the Standing Committee on Procedure and Priviieges.
The Standing Committees' Reports were tabled in the
Legislative Council on 8 April 2008.
In various correspondence with the Select Committee and
Members of the Legislative Council, we and Mr Grill have
raised concerns in relation to the:
1 repeated failure of parliamentary committees to afford
natural justice to people adversely affected by their
decisions;

2 inability of persons adversely affected by a committee
report to have that report reviewed; and
3 prospect of a citizen being summarily imprisoned by
Parliament without a fair trial.
Further, Mr Gageler SC stated, in a written opinion to us, that
what occurred was an "egregious failure of procedural
fairness·.
During the course of our representation of Mr Grill, in respect
of the Report of the Select Committee, in a conversation with a
senior Opposition Member of the Legislative Council it was
indicated that any contribution FreehiHs could make in
preparing recommendations far reform for consideration of the
Legislative Council would be welcomed.
In view of aU the above, Freehills has prepared and now
submits this Report on a pro bono basis.

6.004120677
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Scope

Scope

This Report:
1 reviews the application of natural justice (or procedural
fairness) to:
(a)

the Western Australian Parliament and Its
committee system; and

(b)

the parliamentary system in other common law
jurisdictions,

under the relevant Standing Orders, resolutions and other
orders; and
2 recommends amendments to the procedures of the
Western Australian Parliament and Its committee system,
given the need to protect the rights of persons whose
interests may be unfairly damaged as a result of
parliamentary processes.

Summary

In our view:

1 procedures adopted to protect a person's right to natural
justice shoUld ensure, in the absence of recourse to the
courts, that if serious allegations are made about a person
that may significantly damage the person's reputation, the
person must be given the opportunity to put their side;
2 the Western Australia Parliament and its committee system
should seek to protect the rights of persons whose
reputations or interests may be unfairly damaged as a result
of the parliamentarl process;
3 the procedures imposed should strike a balance by

ensuring that:
(a)

there is no limit to freedom of speech in Parliament;

and
(b)

parliamentary committees are not compelled to
follow up every adverse matter or statement; and

4 the procedures currently adopted by the Western Australian
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly in relation to:
(a)
(b)

6.004120677

aright of reply are inconsistent; and
the protections for witness appearing before all
committees are inconsistent and inadequate,
particularly in relation to the right to:
•

know the nature of the allegations;

•

respond to aliegations;

..

make written submissions; and

o

have legal counsel.

Protecting 1he rights of the individual
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Recommendations

. Recommendations

We recommend that

1 the right of reply procedure adopted by the Western
Australian Legislative Council be amended by adopting a
dedicated right of reply procedure consistent with the
procedure in the Legislative Assembly;
2 the protections afforded to witnesses appearing before the

committees of the Legislative Assembly be safeguarded
from the possibility of ad hoc changes by the Speaker;
3 a set of standard procedures be adopted by the Legislative

Council and Legislative Assembly for all parliamentary
committees based on the resolutions of the Australian
Senate for witnesses appearing before committees and
Privileges Committees and that the protections afforded by
these procedures be further improved by:
(a) adopting the procedures regarding access to legal

counsel provided for in the New Zealand House of
Representatives for select committees; and
(b) adopting the procedures against bias provided for the
Queensland Legislative Assembly Ethics Committee.

A draft of the recommended joint Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly procedure for:
1

a right of reply; and

2 protection for witnesses appearing before all committees,
is set out in Attachment 2.

Steven Pe
Partner
Freehill
+61 8 9211 IT24
+61 419767724
steven.penglis@freehills.com

+61 B 9211 7542
ante .golem@freehiOs.com

26 June 2008
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Report

1

Introduction

1.1

What is natural justice?
In broad terms, natural justice {or 'procedural fairness') refers to a requirement that
persons be afforded a fair and unbiased hearing before decisions are taken that affect
them. Put simply, riaturaljustice is fairness of procedure. 1

There are three traditional rules of natural justice:
1

The hearing rule requires a decision maker to hear a person before making a
decision that affects the interest of that person. This rule also requires that a
person be given the opportunity tci be informed of the nature and the content of
the material which is being considered against that person;2

2

The bias rule requires that a decision maker be disinterested or unbiased in the
matter to be decided;3 and

3

The evidence rule requires that a decision maker base their decision on
logically probative evidence. 4
•

This Report considers the rights of individuals appearinJl before Parliament and its
committees5 in relation to these rules of naturai justice.

1.2

Parliamentary privilege
Introduction to parliamentary privilege
Parliamentary privilege provides Members of Parliament the freedom to speak their
minds without fear of legal action for what they say.
The Australian Senate's report on parliamentary privilege defines parliamentary privilege
as follovvs:
'The privileges of Parliament are immunities from the operation of certain laws
conferred in order to ensure that the duties of members as representatives of

'New Zealand House of Representatives. Office of the Clerk of the House of Representatives, Natural Justice Before Select
CDmmittees (2005) 5.
2

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 54.

3

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 55.

4

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 55.

P This
6

Report only considers the protections afforded to witnesses appearing before standing and select committees.

This Report does not consider the procedures prohibiting interference with witnesses.

6.004120677 .47
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their constituents may be carried out without fear of intimidation or punishment,
and without improper impediment'. 7
An often quoted definition of parliamentary privilege can be found in Erskine May:
'Parliamentary privilege is the sum of the peculiar rights enjoyed by each House
collectively as a constituent part of the High Court of Parliament and by
Members of each House individually, without which they could not discharge
their functions, and which exceed those possessed by other bodies or
individuals. Thus privilege, though part of the law of the land, is to a certain
extent an exemption from the general law. Certain rights and immunities such
as freedom from arrest or freedom of speech belong primarily to individual
members of each House and exist because the House cannot perform its
functions without unimpeded use of the services of Its Members. Other such
rights and immunities such as the power to punish for contempt and the power
to regulate its own constitution belong primarily to each House as a collective
body, for the protection of Its Members and the vindication of Its own authority
and dignity. Fundamentafly. however, it is only as a means to the effective
discharge of the collective functions of the House that the individual privileges
are enjoyed by Members.s
Operation of parliamentary privilege
Parliamentary privilege

can be thought as comprising two related but distinct aspects:

the privileges and immunities of the Houses of Parliament; and

•

the powers of the Houses of Parliament to protect the integrity of their
processes.9

These tvve aspects do not necessarily arise in the same circumstances:

a breach of privilege must involve a breach of a spectfied privilege of
pariiament;
a contempt of Parliament can occur without there being a breach of any specific
right Dr immunity of Parliament and without there being a precedent for that
10
form of contempt.
Contempt of Parliament has been defined by Erskine Mayas follows:
'Generally speak.ing, any act or omission which obstructs or impedes either
House of Parliament in the performance of its functions, or which obstructs Dr
impedes any Member or officer of such House in the discharge of his duty, or
which has a tendency, directly or indirectly, to produce such results mal, be
treated as contempt even though there is no precedent of the offence: 1

Committee of Privileges, Australian Senate, Parliamentary privilege: Precedents, procedure and practice in the Australian
Senate 1965- 2005. 125th Report (2G05) 1.

T

n Erskine May, Parliamentary Practice (22nd ed, 1997) 65.

c Standing ~rnmittee on Procedures and Privileges, Western Australian Legislative CounCil, Report 14: Referral of e matter
of privilfftge from the select Committee of privilege on a matter arising in the standing Committee of estimates and financial
o~rations (December 2007) 2.
'0 Standing Committee on Procedures and Privileges, Western Australian Legislative Council, Report 14: Referral of a
matter of priviiege from the select Committee af privilege on a matier arising in the standing Committee of estimates and
financial operations (December 2007) 3-4.

11 Erskine May, PariiamentEllY Practice (2Znd ed, 1997) 108. Standing Committee on Procedures and Privileges, Western
Australian Legislative Council,Report 14: Referral of a malter of privilege from the select Committee of pn'vilege on B marrer
arising in the standing Committee of estimates and financial operalions (December 2007) 4.

6.004120677
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Freedom of Speech in Parliament

One of the most lmportant aspects of parliamentary privilege is enshrined in Article 9 of
the Bill of Rights 1689 (UK):

'That the freedom of speech and debates or proceedings in Parliament ought
not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of Parliament'.12
Article 9 has been applied in Australia as a matter of common law and by statutes.';'
Some incorporating statutes restate and extend Article 9. For example, the Parliamentary
Privileges Act 1987 (Cth):

defines 'proceedings of Parliament' to include, amongst other things, the giving
of evidence before a House or a committee and evidence so given; 14 and
•

restates the phrase 'ought not to be impeached or questioned' as follows:
'In proceedings in any court or tribunal, it ;s not lawful for evidence to be
tendered or received, questions asked or statements, submissions or comments
made, concerning proceedings in Parliament, by way of, or for the purpose of:
(a) questioning or relying on the truth. motive. intention or good faith of
anything forming part of those proceedings in Parliament;
(b) otherwise questioning or establishing the credibility, motive, intention or
good faith of any person; or
(0) drawing, or inviting the drawing of, inferences or conclusions wholly or

partly from anything forming part of those proceedings in Parllament:

15

Importantly, witnesses who appear before Australian Parliaments and their committees
receive all the protections of Article 9 or its statutory equivalents, including immunity from
any action in defamation.16
Aims of parliamentary privilege

It should be remembered that the purpose of parliamentary privilege, especially freedom
of speech, is not to place Members outside the law but to protect the institution of
Parliament. 11

12

E Campbell, ParliamentsI}' Privilege (2003) 10.

'3

E Campbell, ParliamentsI}' Privilege (2003) 10.

i~ Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (C1h)

s 16(2)

1~ Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth) s 16(3)

E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 166. WA: Parliamentary PrivfiegesAct 18g1 P/'IA) s 1; Defamation Act 2005
rNA) s 27; Western Australian Legislative CouncU Standing Orders 2007 SO 426; Western Australian Legislative Assembly
Standing Orders 2007 SO 308. CTH: Commonwealth of Australia Consltution s 4S; Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (CTH)
s 16; Senate Standing Orders 2005 SO 181; HOllse of Representatives Standing Orders 2008 SO 256. ACT: AUGtraTian
Capital TF.mitory (Self-GoVl'tmrrmnt) Act (C/h) s 24; Austral/an Capital Tenitory Standing Orders 2008 SO 261. NSW:
Imperial Acts AppHcation Act 1969 (NSW) s 6 & Soh 1; Parliamentary Evidence Act 1901 (NSW) s 12; Defamation Act 2005
(NSW) s '2.7. NT: Legislative Assembly (Powers and Privileges) Act (NT) s 6: Defamation Act 2006 (NT) s 24: Northern
Territory Legislative Assembly Standing Orders 2006 SO 290. OLD: Parliament of Queens/and Act 2001 (QLO) ss B & 9;
Imperial Acts AppIicafionAct 1984 (OLD) s 5 & Soh 1; Defamation Act 2005 (OLD) s 27. SA: Consitutian Act 1934 (SA) 5
38; Defamation Act 2005 (SA) s 25; South Australian Legislative Council Standing Orders 1999 SO 437; South Australian
House of Assembly Standing Orders 1999 SO 390, TAS: Defamation Act 2005 (TAS) 5 27. VIC: Defamation Act 2005 (VIC)
527; Constitution Act 1975 (VIC) S5 19 & 19A(7); imperial Acts Application Act 1980 (VlC) Pt 11, Div 3; Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003 (VIC) s 50; Victorian Legislative Council Standing Orders 2006 SO 18.09; Victorian Legislative
Assembly Standing Orders 2006 SO 196. See also NZ: Imperial Laws Application Act 1988 (NZ) s 3; Defamation Act 1992
(NZ) 513(1); UK: Sill of Rights 1689 (UK) article 9; CAN: Parliament of Canada Act, RS.C., 198554.
16

17 R D Grove. 'Freedom of speech and CItizens' Right of Reply: Parliamentary Privilege versus accountability'. (Paper
presented at Society of Clerks-at-the-Table in Commonwealth Parliaments, 44th General Meeting. India. September 2007)
13. Joint Committee on Pariiamentary Privilege. United Kingdom Parliament, First Report (1999) [217].
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1.3

Natural justice in Parliament
There is no legal requirement in Australia for Parliaments or parliamentary committees to
conduct ~roceedings in accordance with the principles of natural justice or procedural
fairness. 8
However it has been argued that:
'contemporary standards of public administration and fairness would seem to
require Parliaments and their committees to be guided by principles of natural
justice, where circumstances arise which warrant invoking such prinCiples and
1g
to the extent that such principles can reasonably be applied:
The need for natural justice or procedural fairness to be applied to parliamentary
proceedings arises for a number of reasons, including:
the possibility that parliamentarians may abuse or misuse their freedom of
speech and the desirabifity of having checks against misuse of committee
powers to compel witnesses and evidence;2o
•

the possible injury that may be done to those who are referred to in Parliament
in a defamatory way when these statements are reported by the media. 21 This is
especially true in the current age, where the impact oftechnology can mean
that committee inquiries receive extensive publicity and may be widely
broadcast;.22 and
as a result of the application of parliamentary privilege, persons adversely
affected by proceedings in Parliament cannot seek remedies from the courts for
defamation and cannot use parliamentary material in court as eVidence.23

Specific examples where the actions of parliamentary committees may amount to a
breach of natural justice include:
where potentially damaging untested allegations are made in evidence before a
committee;
where witnesses are not given an adequate opportunity to respond to the case
against them;
where committees make adverse findings against individuals without the
individual being given a fair hearing or without adequately testing the evidence
on which the findings are based; and
•

where there is bias against witnesses by committee Members.

24

It is noted, however, that Parliament and parliamentary committees are not administrative
decision makers and therefore care must be taken when transferring administrative law
mechanisms to parliamentary procedures. 25 Parliamentary committees, as opposed to
18

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice issues for Parllamenlary COmmittees' (2005) The TableS5.

,. R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' {2005) The Table 55.
20 E Campbell. Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 69. R McClelland. 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees'
(2005) The Table 56. R D Grove, 'Freedom of speech and CiUzens' Right of Reply: Parliamentary Privilege versus
accountability', (Paper presented at Society of Clerks-ai-the-Table in Commonwealth Parliaments. 44th General Meeting,

indIa, September 2007) 3.
21

E Campbell. Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 69.

:12

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 56.

E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 69. R D Grove. 'Freedom of spee--J1 and Citizens' Right of Reply:
Parliamentary Privilege versus accountabilitY. (Paper presented at Society of Clerks-aI-the-Table in Commonwealth
Parliaments. 44th General Meeting. India. September 2007) 3.

23

~. R McClelland. 'Natural Justice issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 57.
25

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice issues for Parliamentary COmmittees' (2005) The Table 56.
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administrative decision makers, need to be able to investigate matters of concern 'from
the public or regarding the government in a reasonably unrestricted manner.26
The application of natural justice principles in Parliament may at times be seen as being
at odds with parliamentary privilege. In our view, however, it is possible to afford natural
justice to individuals who may be affected by parliamentary processes, without affecting
the integrity or proper operation of Parliament. In other words, we believe a proper
balance can be achieved.

By adopting changes to the Western Australian parliamentary process that are based on
procedures of other common law jurisdictions (in particular the Australian Senate), the
concerns of those advocating the status quo should be allayed given that similar
concerns have not been realised following such reforms in these jurisdictions.

1.4

Standing Orders
Most entrenched protections afforded by Parliaments are contained in the Parliament's
Standing Orders or in resolutions attached to the Standing Orders.
Standing Orders are usually varied by an order creating a new Standing Order.:n

1 .5

The current approach
This R.eport summarises the procedures that afford natural justice to persons appearing
before:
the Western Australian Parliament;
2

the Parliaments of the Commonwealth of Australia and each of the States and
Territories; and

:>

the Parliaments of New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the Federal
Parliament of Canada.

In the jurisdictions considered by this Report, natural justice is afforded by Parliaments in
the following two ways:

a right of reply procedure for those adversely referred to in a House of
Parliament; and
•

protections for witnesses that appear before parliamentary committees.

Some Australian jurisdictions have also adopted guidelines which encourage Members to
exercise their freedom of speech responsibty.28
Right of reply

Most jurisdictions in Australia have adopted a procedure to allow persons who are
adversely referred to in Parliament to apply to have a reply incorporated into the
parliamentary record. 29

26

R McClelland, 'Natural Justice Issues for Parliamentary Committees' (2005) The Table 57.

ZI

Erskine May, Parliamentary Practice (22 ed. 1997) 366.

Specifically. the Westem Australian Legislative Assembly. the Commonwealth Senate. the Northem Temtory legislative
Assembly and the Queensland Legislative Assembly. See section 2 & Attachment 1 of the Report for further details.
20

"" The Northern Territory Legislative Assembly and Tasmanian House of Assembly have not adopted a right of reply
procedure.
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Characteristics of right of reply proc:edures in Australia
The right of reply procedures adopted in most Australian jurisdictions have the following
general characteristics (and limitations):
..

standing to apply is given to natural persons and, in some jurisdictions,
corporation$.;

in most jurisdictions, the right of reply only extends to references made in
Parliament and not those made in the course of proceedings before a
parliamentary committee;ao
..

the application must be in writing and must identify that because of the
statement made about the person:
..

they have been adversely affected in their reputations;

..

they have been adversely affected in respect of dealings or
associations with others;
they have been injured in occupation, trade, office or financial credit;
or

•
..

their personal privacy has unreasonably been invaded. 31

in most jurisdictions, the presiding officer of the House wm decide whether the
submission should be considered by the relevant privileges committee. The
presiding officer can decide not to refer the submission if:

•

the submission is obviously trivial;

•

the submission is so frivolous, vexatious or offensive in character as
to make it inappropriate; or
it is not practicable for the committee to consider the submisslon;32

if the submission is referred to the Privileges committee, the committee can
decide not to consider the submission on the grounds that it is not sufficiently
serious or that it is frivolous, vexatious or offensive. A decision not to consider a
submission must be reported to the House;33
the committee or the presiding officer is not to inquire into the truth of the
statements but may confer with the person adversely referred to and the
34
member that made the reference. In some jurisdictions there is an obligation
to confer with the Member that made the reference;35 and

if the committee recommends that a response should be incorporated in the
parliamentary record, the response must be agreed between the complainant
and the committee.36
Arguments for a right of reply procedure
The Australian Senate has found that its right of reply procedure is usually quick, cheap
and effective while being avanable to anyone regardless of skill orflnancial capacity.aT
8/) The Queensland Legislative Assembly allows a right of reply from a reference made in a committee: Queensland
. Legislative Assembly Standing Order 280(1).

3\

E Campbell, Parliamentary Priviiege (2003) 73.

32

E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 73.

33

E Campbell. Parliamentary Privilege (Z003) 74.

M

E Campbell, Parliamenfaty Privilege (2003) 74.

Specifically, the South Australian Legislative Council. the South Australian House of Assembly, the Tasmanian Legislative
CDuncil and the Victorian Legislative Council. See Attachment ~ of the Report for details,

:IS

", E Campbell. Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 74.
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Further, the Australian Senate's right of reply procedure is not overused. The reasons put
forward for this include thiat:
the adverse comments tend to be by Senators on behalf of constituents at times
such as the adjournment or during discussion of matters of public interest,
where media interest in Senate proceedings is minimal;
adverse comment is relatively rare and tends to be directed primarily at persons
within the same arena, or alternatively at persons who choose other
mechanisms for asserting a right of reply;
the most likely sources of adverse comments against individuals are
proceedings of committees, which have their own procedures to afford a person
adversely referred to with a right to respond to allegations; and
the procedure is not well known, as it is rare for the media to report on a
response incorporated in Hansard. This is because it is news of a fairly
uncontroversial procedure which, in a/l cases where a response is incorporated
38
in Hansard, has been recommended unanimously by the committee.
The UK House of Commons Committee on Procedure has also acknowledged that the
Australian Senate's right of reply procedure provides a 'clear and relatively uncomplicated
method for an aggrieved person ... to secure a rebuttal which enjoys something
approaching the same pre-eminence as the original allegation' and that it may possibly
'deter some members from making wholly unfounded remarks damaging to individuals,
without formally proscribing their right to do so'. 39
Despite these benefits, the UK Parliament has recommended against introducing a right
40
of reply procedure.

Arguments against a right of reply procedure
The UK Parliament has identified a number of arguments against introducing a right of

reply procedure, namely:
any rebuttal was only likely to be published weeks after the statement and
therefore would not have the requisite immediacy;

if the procedure is used too frequently. then those aggrieved would feel
compelled to submit a reply to avoid their silence appearing as an acceptance
of the statement;
•

that if the committee recommended a reply, even though it would not judge the
truth of the statement, this recommendation would be seen to be a judgment of
a Member of Parliament;
a right of reply procedure raises expectation that cannot be fulfilled as the truth
or falsity of the statement is not established, the complainant would not receive
any financial compensation and the publicity of the reply may not match the
publicity of the original statement;
statements made by non-mem bars should not have the beneftt of absolute
privilege afforded to the official record of parliamentary proceedings; and

3)

Committee of Privileges. The Senate. Parliamentary priviiege: Precedents, procedure and practice in the Australian

Senate 1966 - 2005, 125th Report (2005) 24. E Campbell. Parliamentary PriVilege (2003) 76.
311

Committee of Privileges. The Senate, Parliamentary privilege: Precedents, procedure and practice in the Australian

Senate 1966 - 2005, 125th Report (ZOOS) 23.
3' E Campbell, Parliamentary Privt7ege (2003)77. Select Committee on Procedure, United Kingdom House of Commons,
First Report from the Select Committee on Procedure (He 290 - session 1988-89) 163J.

"" E Campbell. Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 77. Select Committee on Procedure, United Kingdom House of Commons,
First Report from the Select Committee on Procedure (HC 290 - session 19S8-89) 163}. Joinl Commitiee on Parliamentary
Privilege. United Kingdom Parliament, First Report (1999) {217).
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the problems addressed by the right of reply procedure were not serious
problems in the UK Parliament and an aggrieved person could easily find
another member who was wilting to challenge unfair accusations made in
Parliament. 41

The right of reply procedures in Western Australia
A right of reply is included in both the Western Australian Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly. However these procedures are inconsistent, and the procedure
adopted by the Legislative Council is less obvious and effective than the procedure
adopted by the Legislative Assembly and in other jurisdictions in Australia.
The prooedures currently adopted by the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly are considered in detail by the Report in sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
Protections for witnesses appearing before parliamentary committees

Most jurisdictions in Australia have adopted procedures to afford protections to witnesses
appearing before parliamentary committees.
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before parliamentary committees in Australia
include the rights to:
•

know the nature of the allegations;

•

respond to allegations;

•

give evidence in secret or private;
make written submissions;

o

object to answering a question;
have legal counsel;

..

correct errors of transcription in the witness' transcript: and

o

access information submitted to a committee.

The protections also include that biased members be excluded from committees.

Additional witness protection procedures for Privileges Committees
Some ParI/aments in Australia also afford additional protections to witnesses appearing
before Privileges Committees. The rationale for this is that Privileges Committees deal
with charges of contempt, which can lead to penalties including imprisonment.42 Due to
the penalties that may be imposed, the adopted procedures try to reflect those which
would be applied if the person was charged in a court. 43
The Australian Senate was the first Australian Jurisdiction to adopt additional protections
for witnesses appearing before the Senate Privileges Committee. The rationale given by
the Senate for adopting these additional protections is that if a finding of contempt is

adopted by the Senate, the consequences for the person or persons concerned are very
serious. A finding of contempt may damage a person's reputation, and it is open for the
Senate to impose a penalty of imprisonment or a fine. Witnesses before the Senate
Privileges Committee are therefore given all the rights of persons involved in legal
proceedings, and additional rights not available to such persons. 44
These protections usually include more detailed rights to:
AI

E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (20D3) 77-78.

42

E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 168.

43

E Campbeli. Parliamerrtary Privilege (2003) 16B.

.. Parliament of Australia, Odgers' Austraffan Senate Practice (11 th ed. 2004) Chapter 17 available from:
http://lIM'W.aph.gov.auISenate/pubsiodaers/chap1705.htm {accessed 7 May 2008).
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know the nature of the allegations;

respond to allegations;
have evidence heard in secret or private; and
•

have legal counsel.

This distinction in the rights provided to an individual depending on the committee before
which the person is appearing has the potential to significantly prejudice the person in
circumstances where a non-privileges committee seeks to recommend serious findings
be made and actions taken against the person. Given such a risk it is appropriate that
consistent protections be introduced across all Western Australian parliamentary
committees. This is considered further in section 3 of the Report.

Witness protection procedures in Western Australia
The Western Australian Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly have adopted
procedures to afford basic protections to witnesses. The procedures currently adopted by
the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly are considered in detail by the
.
Report in sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Guidelines for Members

Some jurisdictions in Australia have also adopted guidelines or codes of practice that
seek to draw Members' attention to the possible ramifications of their statements on
individuals:45
In the parliamentary privilege resolutions agreed to by the Senate on 25 February 1988
(PPRS). it is provided that Senators. when speaking in the Senate or in a committee,
shou!d take the fol/owing matters into account:
the need to exercise their valuable right of freedom of speech in a responsible
manner;
•

the damage that may be done by allegations made in Parliament to both those
who are the subject of such allegations and to the standing of Parliament;
the limited opportunities for persons other than Members of Parliament to
respond to allegations made in Parliament;

•

the need for Senators, while fearlessly performing their dUties. to have regard to
the rights of others; and

•

the desirability of ensuring that statements reflecting adversely on persons are
soundly based. 46

The Western Australian Legislative Assembly has enacted similar guidelines to the
Senate in its Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative Assembly.47 The Western
Australian Legislative Council, however, has not enacted guidelines to encourage
Members to exercise their right of freedom of speech in a responsible manner.
Guidelines similar to the above are an important step in formally recognising that
statements by Members can affect individuals and that Members should exercise their
freedom of speech responsibly.

Specifically. the Western Australian Legislative Assembly. the Commonwealth Senate. the Northern Territory Legislative
Assembly and the Queensland Legislative Assembly. See section 2 & Attachment 1 of the Report for further details .

4(;

.w PPRS Resolution 9{1)

Western Australian Legislative Assembly. Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative Assembly adopted on 28
August 2003 clauses 9 & 10.

,,1
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1.6

Objectives
In our view, issues of affording natural justice to persons appearing before Parliament or
parliamentary committees is best addressed by reforming Standing Orders, resolutions or
other orders of Parliament. This approach provides a greater level of protection and
certainty to the rights of individuals than that afforded by informal parliamentary
procedures.
Given the above, the objectives of this Report are to:
1

review the application of natura! justice to the Western Australia Parliament and
Its committees under the relevant Standing Orders, resolutions and other
orders;

2

review the protections afforded by the Standing Orders, resolutions and other
orders of the relevant House(s) in all other Australian jurisdictions, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom and the Federal Parliament of Canada; and

3

recommend'reforms to the Western Australian parliamentary process, to ensure
that Members afford natural justice to all persons appearing before Parliament:
•

without undermining the rights and privileges or obstructing the work
of Parliament; and
particularly given that such procedures have been enacted in other
jurisdictions Without issue.
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2

Position in Western Australia

2.1

Legislative Council
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Council are contained in the Westem Australian Legislative Council Standing
Orders reprint March 2007 (WA LC SO), the ParJiamEmtary Privileges Act 1891 (WA) (PP
Act WA) and the Members of Parliament (Financial Interests) Act 1992 0N A) (WA
Members' Interests Act) ..
A unique form of right of reply procedure is provided in WA LC SO 134.

•

Right of reply - a petition that alleges, whether directly or by necessary
inference, that a Member of the Legislative Council or another person has in the
course of a proceeding in Parliament in the Legislative Council or in a
committee:
attributed to the petitioner statements or acts that are denied by the
petitioner; or
•

misrepresented the scope, purpose or intent of any statement or act of
the petitioner,

stands referred to the President on presentation. 4B
The President must rule whether the petition is one:
•

subject to WA LC SO 133(c)(vii}, being a petition that seeks relief or a
declaration in circumstances where the matter is justiciable and legal
remedies available to the petitioner have not been exhausted, in
which case the petition must not be further considered;49
that raises a matier of privilege, in which case it stands referred to the
Procedures and Privileges Committee for inquiry and report;5(J or

•

that does not fall into the above categories, in which case it stands
referred to the Environmental and Public Affairs Committee. 51

The Procedures and Privileges Committee has the power to send for persons,
papers and records, as well as'those powers necessary-or incidental to conduct
and conclude its inquiry. Unless otherwise ordered, the Procedures and
Privileges Committee must report finally to the House within 30 days from the
petition being referred. 52
A Member:
who presented,the petition; or
whose conduct is, or relates to, the subject matier of the petition,

4Il

WA LC SO 134{e}

.0 WA LC

so 133(c)(vii). 134(f)(i). 134(g)
so 134(f)(ii). 134(h)

50

WA LC

51

WA LC so 134(f}(iii). 134{i)

52

WA LC

so 1340)
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must not sit as a Member of the Procedure and Privileges Committee
throughout its inquiry. 53
Where the Procedures and Privileges Committee 'finds that the petition shows
that a breach of privilege or a contempt has been committed it may recommend,
having regard to any mitigating or aggravating factors, what penalty might be
imposed by the House.54

Where the Environment and Public Affairs Committee sustains the prayer of a
petition referred to it, it may, having regard to the nature and severity of the
harm caused to the petitioner or other person. recommend what action the
House or a person might take in order to mitigate the effects or consequences

of that harm.55

According to submissions made to the UK Joint Committee on Parliamentary
Privilege, the Legislative Council procedure authorises the Committee to judge
the truth of the statements and to recommend that disciplinary action be taken
against the member. 6li

The above procedure does not explicitly provide for the petitioner to have a
response incorporated in the parliamentary record. The procedure is therefore
not an explicit right of reply procedure, but instead a right which may in certain
circumstances be akin to a right of reply.
in our view, it is preferable that the Legislative Councif adopts a publicised,
dedicated procedure to afford persons adversely referred to in the House with a
right of reply. Such a procedure has been adopted by the Western Australia
Legislative Assembly, the Federal Parliament and in a number of other
Australian States and Territories.
Objections to answering a question - The WA LC SO also provide that if a
question is objected to a witness must withdraw while the Council considers the
matter. 57 This Standing Order presumes that certain objections to questions will
be considered.

..

The PP Act WA also provides that a person may object to answering a question
or producing a document to the House on the ground that the answer or
document is of a private nature and does not affect the subject of the inquiry. A
refusal will be reported to the House and the House may excuse the answering
of the question or the production of the document as the circumstances of the
case may reQuire. 58
Bias - Members must declare pecuniary interests as required by the WA
Members' Interests Act.

2.2

Legislative Assembly
Provisions relating to natural-justice for individuals appearing before or referred to in the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Western Australian Legislative Assembly
Standing Orders as amended on 16 May 2007 (WA LA SO), the PP Act. the WA

5. WAI..Cso

134(k)

54

WA LC SO 134(\)

E5

WA LCSO 134(m)

eo E Campbell, Parliamentary Privilege (2003) 76.
57

WA LC SO 430

~.

PP ActWAs 7
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Members' Interests Act and the Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative
Assembly.59
A procedure for a right of reply for persons adversely referred to is provided in WA LA SO

114.

..

Right of reply - where a submission is made in writing to the Speaker by a
person or corporation who has been referred to in the Assembly by name, or in
such a way to be readily identified:
claiming that because of that reference the person has had their
reputation adversely affected, their dealings or associations with
others adversely affected, or has been injured in occupation, trade,
office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded; and
•

requesting that the person be able to incorporate an appropriate
response in Hansard;

and the Speaker is satisfied:
that the subject of the submissions is not so trivial, frivolous, vexatious
or offensive so as to mak.e It inappropriate that it be considered by the
Procedure and Privileges Committee; and
•

that it is practicable for the Procedure and Privileges Committee to
consider the submission,

then the Speaker will refer the submission to the Procedure and Privileges
•
Commlttee. 5O
The Committee may decide not to consider a submission if it considers that the
subject of the submission is not sufficiently serious or the submission is
frivolous, vexatious or offensive in character. If the Committee decides not to
consider a submisSion, this decision must be reported to the Assembly.s1
If the Procedure and Privileges Committee decides to consider a submission,
the Committee may confer with the person who made the submission and the
Member Who made the reference. 62
The Committee must consider a submission in private session.

63

In its report to the Assembly. the Procedure and Priviieges Committee may
recommend that:
•
•

no further action be taken by the Committee or the Assembly; or
a response, in the terms specified in the report and agreed by the

person or corporation who made the submission and the Committee,
be incorporated in Hansard. 64
•

Objections to answering a question - The WA LA SO also provide that if a
question is objected to a witness must withdraw while the Assembly considers

50 Western Australian Legislative Assembly, Code of Conduct for Members of the LegislatJve Assembly adopted on 28
August 2003.
00

WA LA SO 114(1)

e, WA LA SO 114(2)
t!2

WA LA SO 114(3)

rs3

WA LA SO 114(4)

84

WA LA SO 114(7)
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the matter.55 This Standing Order presumes that certain objections to questions
will be considered.
The provisions in the PP Act WA also apply to objections to answering
quesiions or producing documents in the Legislative Assembly.56
Bias - Members must declare pecuniary interests as required by the WA
Members'lnterests Act.

Members must also declare and avoid conflicts of interests as required by the
Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative Assembly. 67
Further, no Member wlll be entitled to vote in any division upon a question in
which that Member has a pecuniary interest,58
The Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative Assembly also requires Members to:
be mindful of the privileges conferred when speaking in the legislative
Assembly and should consciously avoid causing undeserved harm to any
individual who does not enjoy the same privileges;69 and
•

2.3

not knowingly mislead the Parliament or the public in statements and to correct
the Parliamentary record as soon as possible where incorrect statements are
made unintentionaUy.70

legislative Council committees
Powers of committees

Committees of the Legislative Council have the power to send for persons, papers and
records.

71

If a summoned witness fails to appear before the Legislative Council, there are no
procedures in place other than that 'the Council, on being acquainted therewith, shall deal
with 1he matter',72

Protection for witnesses
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees are
found in the WA LC SO.
•

Right to know the nature of the allegations - a witness is entitled to know of
any aUegations made against the person whether or not those allegations
amount to criminal conduct or dealing.73

IISWA LA 50311
00

PP Act WA s 7

.., Western Australian Legislative Assembly, Code of Conduct for Members of the legislative Assembly adopted on 28
August 2003 clauses 2-5.
"" WALA

so 128(1)

Western Australian Legislative Assembly, Code of Conduct for Members of the legislative Assembly adopted on 28
August 2003, clause 9.

ell

7. Western Australian Legislative Assembly. Code of Conduct for Members of the Legislative Assembly adopted on 28
August 2003, clause 10.
11

WA LC SO 329

12

WA LC SO 419

73

WA LC SO 330{g)
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•

Right to respond to allegations - witnesses are entitled to rebut any
allegations made against the person whether or not those allegations amount to
criminal conduct or dealing.74 Witnesses are also entitled to provide
75
supplementary or new evidence.
Private and Secret Evidence - witnesses are entitled to apply for all or part of
the evidence to be given in private and for an order restricting publication of, or
access to, that evidence.7(l Further, a committee may hear evidence in private
session on its own motion, or at the request of the witness, where it is satisfied
that the nature of the evidence or the identity of the witness requires it. T7
Objections to answering a question - a witness may decline to answer a
question on the grounds that the question is unlawful or outside of the scope of
the matters in issue or under inquiry.76 If a question is objected to, then the
79
witness must withdraw while the question is discussed. A witness is also
entitled to be informed before evidence is given that if part of it might incriminate
himself or another person, that fact should be made known to the committee
before that part is actually given,SO
The provisions in the PP Act WA also apply to objections to answerin~
questions or producing documents in Legislative Council committees. 1

•

Legal counsel- witnesses are entitled to the benefit of counsel. 6Z This means
that a witness is entitled to have counsel present with them to provide advice. It
does not mean that the witness is entitled to be regresented by counsel who
responds to the committee on the witness' behalf.

•

Error6 of transcription - witnesses are entitled to a reasonable opportunity to
.
correct errors in the transcript of evidence. 84

•

Access to personal information - witnesses are entitled to access relevant
documents. 65

It is important to note that the above protections are afforded 'subject to order,B6

Bias - a Member of a standing committee must not vote on a question in which
the Member has a direct pecuniary or personal interest not held in common with

" WA LC SO 330(9)
76

WA LC SO 330(1)

76

WA LC SO 330(d)

77

WA LC SO 323(3)

78

WA LC so 330(e)

""WA LC 50430

an WA LC SO 330(f)
., PP Act WA s 7
82

WA LC SO 330(e)

Western Australian Legislative Council, Committee Hearings - information for Wdnesses available at:
http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/weblwebpages.nsflWebFiles/LC+Witness+!nformatioD'I'Sheet/$FILElWitnesslnfo0506.pdf

!3

[accessed 18 Aprl12D08j.
114

WA LC SO 330(h)

es WA LC SO 33D(a)
&6

WA LC SO 330
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the rest of the subjects of the Crown. 87 Further, no Member who is personall)!
interested in the inquiry before a select committee may sit on the committee. 88

2.4

Legislative Assembly committees
Powers of committees
Committees of the Legislative Assembly have the power to send for persons, papers and
Be
records.
Protections for witnesses

Witnesses appearing before a committee of the Legislative Assembly do not have the
protections given to witness before the Legislative Council entrenched in the WA LA SO.
The WA LA SO merely provide that the examination of witnesses by a committee will
90
follow the procedural rules determined by the Speaker from time to time.
The current procedural rules of the Speaker are attached to the W A LA SO and provide
as follows:
•

Right to know the nature of the allegations - a witness will be supplied with
a copy of the committee's terms of reference, a statement of the matters to be
dealt with during the witness' appearance, an Information brochure on evidence
procedures and. where appropriate, a transcript of evidence already taken,91
Right to respond to allegations - if a person or body requests an opportunity
to respond to evidence given in open session Which significantly reflects
adversely on that person or body, an opportunity will be given to make a written
submission and if the committee thinks fit, to have access to the evidence. 92
Written submissions - where appropriate, a witness \'I!i!! be given an
opportunitt to make a written submission before appearing to give oral
evidence.
.
Private and Secret Evidence - a witness will be made aware, before giving
evidence, that the witness may apply for any or all of the witness' evidence to
94
be heard in camera. Where a committee has reason to believe that evidence
about to be given mayre"!leot adversely on a person or body, the oommittee will
give consideiation to hearing that evidence in closed session or in camera. 95

Objection~to~J'IS~ering

a question -Where a witness objects to answering
any ejuestion,thewftness Will be invited to state the ground upon which the
objection is taken. Uniess the committee determines immediately that the
question should not be pressed, the committee will then consider in closed
session whether it will insist upon an answer to the question, having regard to
the relevance of the question to the committee's inquiry and the importance of
the information to the inquiry. If the committee determines that is requires an
87

WA LC SO 326B

68

WA LC SO 343

"WALAS0284
00

WA LA SO 267(1)

., WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(3)
112

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1{1 1)

I1J

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(4)

1>4

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1{6}

05

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(10)
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answer to the question, the witness wlH be informed of that determination and
will be required to answer the question. If the witness declines to answer the
question, the committee may report this fact to the Assembly.!l6
The provisions in the PP Act WA also apply to objections to answering
questions or producing documents in Legislative Assembly committees. 97

Legal counsel - a witness may make an application to be accompanied by
counsel and to consult counsel in the course of a meeting at which the witness
appears. If the application is granted, the witness will be given reasonable
opportunity to consult counsel during a meeting at which the witness appears.
Counsel must not address the committee.1IS
Errors of transcription - a reasonable opportunity will be afforded to
witnesses to make corrections of errors of transcription in the transcript of their
evidence and to put before a committee additional material supplementary to
their eVidence.9G
•

Access to personal information - a witness will be given reasonable access
to any documents that the witness has produced to a committee. 100

It is important to note that these protections may be varied in exceptional circumstances

with the prior approval of the Speaker. 101
•

Bias - A member must not participate in a committee if the member has a
. direct pecuniary interest in the matters being investigated by the committee
unless the interest has been declared in the Assembly.102

OIl

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(9)

07

PP Act WA s 7

"" WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Ruies Part 1(12)
"" WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(14)
100

WA LA SO Speaker's Procedural Rules Part 1(5)

101

WA LA SO 267(2}

102

WA LA SO 254
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3

Issues for the Western Australian Parliament·
A comparison of the protections afforded by the jurisdictions considered by this Report is
provided in Attachment 1.

3.1

Inconsistent right of reply
A right of reply procedure is adopted by the Western Australian Legislative Council and
the legislative Assembly.
The right of reply procedure adopted by the Legislative Assembly closely follows the
procedure adopted by the Australian Senate and most other Australian jurisdictions.
However, the procedure adopted by the Legislative Council is inconsistent with and less
effective than the procedure adopted by the Legislative Assemb[y, and other jurisdictions
in Australia, because:

•

it is not a dedicated right of reply procedure. It is merely a procedure which
allows an individual to petition the House and if the House decides to act it may
give that individual a remedy akin to a right of reply; and
it is not publicised as a right of reply procedure and therefore persons referred
to in the Legislative Council may not know the procedure can be readily used
with this effect.

This, and other inconsistencies (considered below). between the Western Australian
Houses of Parliament may reflect the difficulties in introducing simultaneous reforms as
such changes aie often considered separately by the relevant committee for each House.
In our view, adopting clear and consistent procedures between the two Houses is
essentiaLlf individuals are to be provided with certainty concerning the procedures and
protections of the Western Australian Parliament.

3.2

Inconsistent and inadequate protections for witnesses appearing
before committees
Inconsistent protections
The Western Australian Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly currently adopt
inconsistent protections for witnesses appearing before committees.
In our view, for the reasons discussed in section 3.1, consistent protections should be
adopted for witnesses appearing before all committees of the Western Australian
Parliament.

Safeguarding protections from ad hoc changes
The Western Austra[ian Legislative Assembly currently provides that the protections
afforded to witnesses appearing before committees ma& be amended by the prior
approval of the Speaker in exceptional circumstances.' 3
.
This express power allowing the Speaker to make ad hoc changes to the protections
afforded to witnesses is unique to the WA LA SO. In other jurisdictions, where the

'03

WA LA so 267(2)
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protections are formalised in the Standing Orders, the procedures can only be amended

by order of the House.
While such ·ad hoc changes may only occur in exceptional circumstances, the mere
possibility of such action being taken by the Speaker, being only one Member of the
House, warrants this aspect of the procedure being amended in line with the approach of
other Australian jurisdictions.
Inadequate protections
The protections provided to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees
are inadequate in relation to the right to:
know the nature of the allegations;
respond to allegations;
•

make written submissions; and

•

have legal counsel.

While witnesses appearing before Legislative Assembly committees are generally
provided with greater protections, the rights to respond to allegations and to legal counsel
remaininadequate. 104
In our view, these protections should be improved by adopting a set of joint procedures
for all Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly parliamentary committees based on
the resolutions of the Australian Senate for witnesses appearing before:
•

general committees; and
the Privileges Committee.

The justification often given for the additional protections afforded to witnesses appearing
before priviieges committees is that these committees may make findings of contempt. A
finding of contempt may have very serious consequences for a person, including
damaging their reputation and making them liable to a fine or imprisonment. 105
As previously noted, this distinction is not always appropriate as select committees can
and do make findings and recommendations that may impact on:
•

the rights of the individual; and
the penalties that may be considered by the House.

In our view. the integrity and efficient operation of Parliament is unlikely to be affected by
affording the additional protections of the Privileges Committee to all witnesses appearing
before all comm ittees. This view is supported by the approach of the New Zealand House
of Representatives, which has adopted similar procedures to the Senate Privileges
Committee regarding the right to reply to allegations for all of its select committees.
The recommended approach will result in a consistent procedure being adopted by both
Houses of Parliament and will see the rights identified above being significantly improved
as follows.

104 It is noted that some of the procedural rules determined by the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly and attached to the
WA LA SO include aspects of the protections provided for by the Senate resolutions.
10'> Parliament of Australia. Odgers' Australian Senate Practice (11th ed, 2004) Chapter 17 available from:
htto:II""!,WW.aph.gov.auISenatelpubslodgerslchaoi705.htm [accessed 7 May 2008J
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~o know the nature of the
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~itness:

I
.

to be supplied with a copy of the committee's ortier of
reference, a statement of the matters to be dealt with
during the witness' appearance and, where appropriate,
a transcript of evidence already takan; and
as soon as practicable, to be informed of any allegations
against the person and of the particulars of any evidence
given about the person.

I
Respond to allegations

Ilf a witness gives evidence reflecting adversely on a person and
. a committee is not satisfied that the evidence is relevant, the

~

ommittee will give conSideration to expunging that evidence from
e transcript and to forbidding its publication.

I

llf evidence reflects adversely on a person and the above action is
Inot taken, then the committee will provide reasonable opportunity
~or that person to access that evidence and to respond by written
bmissionand appearance before the committee.
witness is to be given all reasonable opportunity to respond to
he allegatlons a.nd evidence by:

f
r

r

making written submissions;

giving evidence before the committee;

i

having other evidence placed before the committee;
and

L

having witnesses examined before the Committee.

~here oral evidence is given containing any allegation against. or
ftecting adversely on, a person, the committee will ensure that
e person is present during the hearing of the evidence and will
fford all reasonable opportunity for that person, by counselor
FSonally. to exsmine those witnesses.

~

, s soon as practlcable after the committee has determined
~ndings to be included in the commlttee's report to the House, a
erson affected by those findings Will be informed of them and
fforded all reasonable opportunity to make oral and written
ubmlsslons to the committee before the presentation of the

~

~port to the House. The comm1ttee w11l take the submissions into

I ccount before making its report to the House.
ake written submissions

IA witness will be given an opportunity to make a written
!submiSSIon before appearing to give oral evidence.

I
egal counsel
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The Australian Senate resolutions for general committees and the Privileges Committee
provide a basis for reforming the protections for witnesses appearing before all
committees.
However, there are procedures adopted by other common law jurisdictions which improve

on the protections afforded by the Australian Senate without affecting the integrity and
operation of Parliament.

In our view, the following additional protections should be adopted:
the procedures adopted by the New Zealand House of Representatives
regarding legal counsel.
In summary, the procedure provides that counsel may:

make written submissions to the committee on the committee's
procedure;

with the consent of the committee, address the committee on the
procedure to be followed before the counsel's client is heard;
object to a question directed to counsel's client on the ground that it is
irrelevant;
•

object to counsel's client answering a question; and

if the client's reputation may be seriously damaged by the
proceedings, ask that other witnesses give evidence for the client; '06
the procedures adopted by the Queensland Legislative Assembly Ethics
Committee regarding bias.

In summary, the procedure adopted by the Queensland Parliament provides
any member of the committee who is directly concerned in a matter or has
made any statements in the House revealing a prior jUd~ment in the matter
must not be involved in any consideration of that matter. 01

that

so 229(2)

106

NZ

'07

OLD

so 272(1)
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Recommendations
We recommend that:
..

the right of reply procedure adopted by the Western Australian Legislative
Council be amended by adopting a dedicated right of reply procedure consistent
with the procedure in the Legislative Assembly;

the protections afforded to witnesses appearing before committees of the
Legislative Assembly be safeguarded from ad hoc changes by the Speaker; and
It

a setof standard procedures be adopted by the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly for all parliamentary committees based on the resolutions
of the Australian Senate for witnesses appearing before committees and the
Senate Privileges Committee and that the protections afforded by these
procedures be further improved by:
..

adopting the procedures regarding access to legal counsel provided
for in the New Zealand House of Representatives for select
committees; and

..

adopting the procedures against bias provided for the Queensland
Legislative Assembly Ethics Committee.

A draft of the recommended joint Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly procedure
for:
•

a right of reply; and

•

to witnesses appearing before ali committees,

ot 2.
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Attachment 1

Consideration of other common law jurisdictions
A number of the States and Territories have adopted procedures based on the
protections afforded by the Australian Senate. To avoid repetition, the procedures
applicable in these States and Territories has been summarised by reference to
procedures afforded by the Australian Senate.

Commonwealth of Australia
Senate

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Senate are contained in the PPRS and the Order on Registration and Declaration of
Senators' Interests (RDSI).108
.
Persons referred to in the Senate are afforded a right of reply under Resolution 5 of the
PPRS. The Senate was the first legislature in the world to introduce a right of reply
109
procedure.
.
The resolution attracted much controversy due to concerns about:
'the possible vexatious use of the procedure, the philosophical difficulties
involved in allowing unelected persons the same access as senators to the
absolute privilege of the Senate. and the possibility that permitting a response
might imp1r. some criticism of the senators who were the subject of the
response'. 10
Despite these concerns, the Senate voted to adopt the procedure and none of the
concerns raised at the time have been realised. 111
•

Right of reply - a person who is referred loin the Senate may make a
submission to the President:

claiming that because of that reference the person has had their
reputation adversely affected, their dealings or associations with
others adversely affected, or has been injured in occupation, trade,
office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded; and
.
requesting that the person be able to incorporate an appropriate
response in the parliamentary record. 112

lOll·

See also Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) s 127.

Committee of Privileges, The Senate, Parliamentary Privilege: Preoedents, procedure and practice in the Australian
Senate 1995-2005. 125th Report (December 2005) 19.

1""

Committee of Privileges, The Senate, Parliamentary Privilege; Prar;;edents, procedure and practice in the Australian
Senate 1995-2005, 125th Report (December 2005) 19.

110

Committee of Privileges, The Senate, Parliamentary Privilege: Precedflnts, procedure and practice in the Australian
Senefe 1996-2005. 125th Report (December 2005) 19.

m

112

PPRS Resolution 5(1)
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Consideration of other common law jurisdictions

If the President is satisfied that the submission is not trivial, frivolous, vexatious
or offensive and that it )s practicable for the Committee of Privileges to consider
it, the President must refer the submission to the Committee of Privileges. 113
The Committee may decide not to consider a submission if it considers that the
subject of the submission is not sufficiently serious or the submission is
frivolous, vexatious or offensive in character. If the Committee decides not to
consider a submission, this decision must be reported to the Senate. 114
If the Committee of Privileges decides to consider a SUbmission, the Committee
may confer with the person who made the submission and the Senator who
made the reference.'15
The Committee must consider a submission in private session.'16
The Committee of Privileges will report to the Senate on the submission and
recommend that:
•

no further action be taken by the Senate; or
that a response, in the terms specified in the report and agreed by the
person who made the submission and the CommIttee, be published
by the Senate or incorporated in Hansard. 117

•

Bias - Senators must declare any interests required to be registered by the
RDSI. 118

House of Representatives
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
House of Representatives are contained in the House of Representatives Standing
Orders as at 12 March 2008 (CTH HR SO), the resolution entitled Right of reply of
persons referred to in the Housf1 (CTH HR Right of Reply) and other House
resolutions,119
In 1991. the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure released the
report A citizen's right of reply, . .Ilhich recommended that a right of reply procedure be
adopted by the House. 120 The 1991 report concluded that although parliamentary
privilege was fundamentally important and Parliament was self-regulating, it did not
ensure that an individual would not suffer injury during parliamentary proceedings. 121

On 27 August 1997, the House adopted the CTH HR Right of Reply.122

H~ PPRS Resolution 5(1)

,,< PPRS Resolution 5(2)
116

PPRS Resolution 5(3)

lle PPRS ResolU1ion 5(4)
117

PPRS Resolution 5(7)

"" The RSDI forms part of the Standing Orders and Other Orders of the Senate.
119

See also Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) s 127.

12C

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure, The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, It's

your House: Community involvement in the procedures and practices of the House of Representatives and its Committees

(1999) [3.5].
121

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure, The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, It's

your House: Community involvement in the procedures and practices of the House of Representatives and its Committees

(1999) I3.6J.
TZ2 HOLlse of Representatives Standing Commlttee on Procedure, The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, It's
your HauS(]; Community involvement in the procedures and practices of the House of Representatives and its Committees

(1999) 13.7).
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Consideration of other common law jurisdictions

Right of reply - the CTH HR Right of Reply adopts a similar procedure to the
Senate. 123
The exception is that the CTH HR Right of Reply allows 1he Committee of
Privileges and Members' Interests to agree to guidelines and procedures that
will apply to its consideration of the submissions, provided that they are not
inconsistent with the resolution. 124 Currently the Committee of Privileges and
Members' Interests has agreed to eight guidelines, as follows:
•

an application must be received within 3 months of the statement
being made, unless there are exceptional circumstances;

•

applications should only be considered from natural persons;
applications should only be considered from persons who are
Australian citizens or residents;

•

an appfication must demonstrate that a person, who IS named or
readily Identified, has been subject to clear, direct and personal attack
or criticism;

•

applications must be concise, must be confined to showing the
statement complained of and the person's response, and must not
contain any offensive material;
applications concerning statements made in the main committee may

be considered;

•

•

applications should not be considered from persons who wish to
respond to a statement or remarks made in connection with the
proceedings of a standing or select committee - such persons should
contact the committee direct on the matter; and

..

in considering applications. the committee will have regard to the
existence of other remedies that may be available to a person referred
to in the House.'25

Bias - the House of Representatives also adopts a procedure requlrln~
Members to register their interests as discussed above for the Senate. 26

Further, the CTH HR SO provide that a Member may not vote in a division on a
question about a matter, other than gublic policy, in which he or she has a
particular direct pecuniary interest. 1 7

Senate committees
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Senate committees are found in
Resolution 1 of the PPRS and the Senate Standing Orders of September 2006 (550).128
•

Right to know the nature of the allegations - a witness will be supplied with
a copy of the committee's order of reference, a statement of the matters to be

123 The CTH HR Right of Reply was amended on 13 February 2008 to change the name of the Committee of Privileges to
the Committee of Privileges and Members' interests.
124

CTH HR Right of Reply Clause 9

,>5

House of Representatives,lnfosheet: Citizens Right of Reply. No.17, February 2008.

126 House of Representatives Resolution. 'Registration of Members' Interests - Requirements of the House of
Representatives', Resolution first adopted 9 October 1984 am.
127

CTH HR SO 134(9)

125

See also Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) s 127.
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Consideration of other common law jurisdIctions

dealt with during the witness' appearance and, where appropriate, a transcript
of evidence already taken. 129

Right to respond to allegations
PPRS Resolution 1(12) provides that if a witness gives evidence
reflecting adversely on a person and the committee is not satisfied
that the evidence is reievant, the committee will give consideration to
expunging that evidence from the transcrIpt and to forbidding Its
publication.
If evidence reflects. adversely on a person and the action in PPRS
Resolution 1(12) is not taken, then the committee will provide
reasonable opportunity for that person to access that evidence and to
respond by written submission and appearance before the
130
committee.
Written submissions - a witness will be given an 0:Rportunity to make a written
submission before appearing to give oral evidence.' 1
Private and Secret Evidence - a witness will be offered, before giving
evidence, the opportunity to apply for any or aU of the witness' evidence to be
heard in private. If the application is not granted, the witness will be notified of
the reasons for that decision. 132 Further, when a committee believes that
evidence may reflect adversely on a person, the committee will consider
whether to hear that evidence in private se5sion.'33

•

Objections to answering a question - a witness may object to answering any
question on any ground, including the ground that the question is not relevant or
that the answer may incriminate the witness. The committee will then determine
.in private session whether it requires an answer to the question. If it does, the
.witness will be required to answer the question in priVate session unless the
committee determines that it is essential that the question be answered in public
session. If the witness declines to answer the question, the committee wil!
report this action to the Senate.134
Legal counsel - a witness may apply to be accompanied by counsel and to
consult counsel in the course of the meeting. If the appllcation is not granted,
135
the witness will be notified of the reasons for the decision. A witness
accompanied by counsel will be given reasonable opportunity to consult
counsel during the meetlng.'3S

Errors of transcription - reasonable opportunity will be afforded to witnesses
to make corrections of errors of transcription in the transcript and to 1?ut before
the committee additional material supplementary to their evidence.1

Access to personal information - a witness will be given reasonable access
to any documents that the witness has proQuced to a committee.138

1~ PPRS Resolution 1(3)
,30

PPRS Resolution 1(13)

1M

PPRS Resolution 1(4)

132

PPRS Resolution 1(7)

''''' PPRS Resolution 1{11)
134

PPRS Reso!ution 1(10)

130

PPRS Resolution 1(14)

,3<1

PPRS ResOlution 1(15)

137

PPRS Resolution 1(17)

,,,,, PPRS Resolution 1(6)
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Bias - a senator must not sit on a committee if the senator has a conflict of
interest in relation to the inquiry of the committee. 139
Senate Privileges Committee

Additional provisions relating to natura! justice for witnesses appearing before the Senate
Privileges Committee are found in Resolution 2 of the PPRS. If a provision in Resolution
1 is inconsistent with a provision in Resolution 2, then Resolution 2 prevails to the extent
of the inconsistency.140
Right to know the nature of the allegations - a person will. as soon as
practicable, be informed of any allegations against the person and of the
particulars of any evidence given about the person.

'4'

Right to respond to allegations

The Privileges Committee will give a person all reasonable opportunity to
respond to the allegations and evidence by:
•

making written submissions;

•

giving evidence before the Committee;

•

having other evidence placed before the Committee; and
having witnesses examined before the Commlttee. 142

Where oral evidence is given containing any allegation against, or reflecting
adversely on, a person, the Comm ittee will ensure that the person is present
during the hearing of the evidence and will afford ail reasonable op~ortunity for
that person, by counselor personally, to examine those witnesses. 43

In addition, as soon as practicable after the Committee has determined findings
to be included in the Committee's report to the Senate, a person affected by
those findings will be informed of them and afforded all reasonable opportunity
to make oral and written submissions to the Committee before the presentation
of the report to the Senate. The Committee will take the submissions into
account before making its report to the Senate. 144
Private and Secret Evidence - a witness will not be reqUired to answer in
public session any question where the Committee believes the answer may
145
incriminate the witness.
Further, hearing of evidence will be conducted in public session except where

the Committee:

la~

•

agrees to a request by a witness that the evidence be heard in private
session;

•

determines that the interests of the witness would be protected by
'hearing evidence in private session; or

•

considers that the circumstances warrant hearing the evidence in
146
private session.

SSO 27(5)

"" PPRS Resolution 2
.. , PPRS Resolution 2(1)
1(2

PPRS Resolution 2(2)

,43

PPRS Resolution 2(3)

,... PPRS Resolution 2(10)
'045

PPRS Resolution 2(5)
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Legal counsel- a person appearing before the Committee may be
accompanied by counsel and will be ~iven a reasonable opportunity to consult
with counsel during the appearance. 1 7 The Committee may authorise, subject
to rules determined by' the committee, the examination by counsel of witnesses
before the committee. 1M!

House of Representatives committees
The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure has recommended
numerous times that the House adopt similar procedures in committees to those adopted
by the Senate, with an additional requirement that witnesses must be treated with respect
and dignity at all times.149 These procedures have not been formally adopted by the
House.'50 However, the House of Representatives Practice (5th Ed.) comments that
House committees generally follow the procedures of the Senate committees discussed
above.

1s1

Further, the CTH HR SO expressly provide that
"

Bias - no Member may sit on a committee if he or she has a particular direct
152
pecuniary interest in a matter under inquiry by the committee. This is similar
to the "protection afforded by the Senate, which refers to a conflict of interesL 153

Australian Capital Territory
Legislative Assembly

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Australian Capital Territory Legislative
Assembly Standing Orders of 10 April 2008 (ACT SO) and the Continuing Resolutions
attached to the ACT SO.
Persons referred to in the Legislative Assembly are afforded a right of reply under
Continuing Resolution 4 of the ACT SO.
•

Right of reply - The Legislative Assembly adopts the procedure of the Senate
as discussed above, except that:

•

a submission may also be made by a corporation; 154 and
the submission must be made within 3 months of the statement being
made unless there are exceptional circumstances. 155

'46

PPRS Resolution 2(7)

,47

PPRS Resolution 2(4)

,4tI

PPRS Resolution 2(9)

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Procedure, The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia. Ten
Years On: A Review of the House of Representatives CommJttee System (1998) [5.30-5.37]. House of Representatives
Standing CommIttee on Procedure,. The Pariiament of the Commonwea!th of Australia (t's your House: Community
involvf1ment in the procedures and prac;tices of the House of Representatives Bnd its Committees (1900) [6.83-6.B7].
14Q

150 The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Government Response to the Report of the Hause of Representatives
Standing Committee on Prr:x;edure - It's your House: Community involvement in the procedures and pracUces of the House

of Representatives and Its Committees (2000) 7.
,51

Commonwealth House of Representatives, House of Representatives Practice (5th ed, 2005) 675, See also Evidence

Act 1995 (Cth) s 127.

's, CTH HR SO 231
1~' Senate

Standing Orner 27(5)

154

ACT SO Continuing Resolution 4(1)

lSS

ACT SO Continuiflg Resolution 4(1)
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Objections to answering a question - a witness will withdraw while an
objection to a question is discussed. 156 This Standing Order presumes that
certain objections to answering Questions will be considered.

Bias - a Member who is a party to, or has a direct or indirect interest in, a
contract made by or on behalf of a Territory or a Territory authority must not
take part in a discussion of a matter, or vote on a question, in a meeting of the
Assembl~ where the matter or question relates directly or indirectly to that
contract. 57 .
Members are also required to declare any private interests in accordance with

ACT SO Continuing Resolution 6.
Further, Members must comply with the Code of Conduct for members which
includes obligations requiring Members to:
prevent conflicts of interest and resolve any conflicts that do arise; 156
and

disclose their pecuniary interests in accordance with ACT SO
159
Continuing Resolution 6.
Legislative Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Assembly committees are
found in ACT SO 264A. Legislative Assembly committees adopt the same protections
afforded by Senate committees, except that:
Legal counsel - witnesses before a committee may not be represented by legal
counsel unless ordered by the Assembly but a witness may, without
application. 160 consult with legal counselor advisers while giving evidence. 161

Bias - a Member may not sit on a cOmmittee if that Member has any direct
pecuniary interest in the inquiry before the committee. 162 This is similar to the
protection afforded by the Senate, which refers to a conflict of interest.163
Legislative Assembly Priviieges Committee

Additional protections afforded to witnesses appearing before the Legislative Assembly
Privileges Committee are found in ACT SO 280. The provisions adopt the protections
afforded by the Senate Privileges Committee, except that there is no provision allowing
the Committee to authorise the examination by counsef of witnesses before the
164
Committee.

.515

ACT SO 263

157

ACT SO 156

ISS

ACT SO Continuing Resolution 5(3)

'50

ACT SO Continuing Resolution 5(4)

'00

PPRS Resolution 1(14)

IC'

ACT SO 246

,02 ACT SO 224
IIlJ

Senate Standing Order 27(5)

,.. PPRS Resolution 2(9)
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New South Wales
legislative Council
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Standing Orders of the Legislative Council
adopted May 2004 (NSW LC SO). the NSW Code of Conduct for Members, the
Parliamentary Evidence Act 1901 (NSW) (PE Act NSW) and the Constitution (Disclosure
by Members) Regulation 1983 (NSW) (NSW Disclosure Regulation).165
The right of reply procedure was first established by a Legislative Council resolution on
13 November 1997 and was formalised in the NSW LC SO In 2004,'66
.
•

Right of reply - The Legislative Council adopts the procedure of the Senate as
discussed above, exoept that a submission may also be made by an
161
unincorporated aSSOCiation, corporation or body corporate.
Objections to answering a question - under the PE Act NSW a witness who
l68
refuses to answer a 'lawful question' will be in contempt of Parliament.
The definition of a 'lawful question' is not defined in the NSW PE Act. It has,
however, been suggested that the types of questions that would be unlawful
include:
questions that are not relevant to the Committee's terms of reference;

•

"

Questions that would tend to incriminate the witness; and

•

questions that would breach legal professional privilege.

169

Bias - Members must declare their interests as required by the NSW
Disclosure Regulation.
Members must also comply with the NSW Code of Conduct for Members which
17Q
requires Members to disclose conflicts of interest.
Further, a Member may not vote in any division on a question in which the
Member has a direct pecuniary interest. unless it is in common with the general
public or it is on a matter of State policy.171

Legislative Assembly
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Standing Orders of the Legjslatlve Assembly
approved 21 February 2007 (NSW LA SO), the Sessional and Other Orders of the
Legislative Assembly. 54th Parliament, First Session (NSW LA Sessional Orders), the
PE Act NSW and the NSW Disclosure Regulation. 172

111S

See also Evldenaa Act 1995 (NSW) s 127.

100

New South Wales Legislative Council. Information Brochure, Citizen's Right of Reply: Responding to Members'

Stat8ments in the House (2000).
1C!7

NSW LC SO 203(6)

1e5

PE Act NSW 5 11

'60

New South Wales L~is!atlve Assembly, New South Wales Legislative Assembly Practice, Procedur9 and Privileges (1st

ed. 2007) 251.
no Legislative Council Resolution, Code of Conduct for Members adopted 21 June 2007.
171

NSW L.C SO 113(2)

172

See also Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) 5 127.
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Since 1996, the Legislative Assembly has passed resolutions outlinin,g a procedure for a
1
right of reply to persons who are adversely mentioned in the House. The requirement
that the application be made within 6 months of the adverse statement being made.
unless there are exceptional circumstances to explain the delay, was introduced in
November 2006,174 The current right of reply procedure was adopted on 8 May 2007.
Right of reply - The Legislative Assembly adopts the Senate procedure as
discussed above, except that:
a submission may also be made by a corporation; 175 and
the submission must be received within 6 months of the statement
being made unless there are exceptional circumstances,176
Objections to answering a question - witnesses are afforded the same rights
to object to answering a question as afforded by the New South Wales
Legislative Council.
Bias - Members have the same obligations to disclose their interests as
required by the New South Wales Legislative CounclI. 1n

Further, the NSW LA SO provide that a Member cannot vote on any question in

which the Member has a direct pecuniary interest not held in common with other
citizens of the State. 178
Legislative Council committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees are
found in the NSW LC SO.179
•

Private and Secret Evidence - a committee is to take all evidence in public
unless it decides otherwise. 180
_
.

Errors of transcription - a witness before a committee is to be given the
opportunity of correcting their transcript. but corrections are confined to verbal
inaccuracies or explanations of answers. Corrections in substance can only be
made by giving further evidence: 1B1 •

Objections to answering a question - witnesses are afforded the same rights
to object to answering a question as afforded by the New South Wales
Legislative Council.

Legal counsel - a person or body is not entitled to be represented by counsel
or a solicitor at a hearing of a committee unless the committee decides
182
otherwise.

173

New South Wales legislative Assembly. New South Wales Legis/ative Assembly Pradice, Procedure and Privilages (1st

eel, 2007) 255.
;1<

New South Wales LegislaUve Assembly, New South Walas Legislative Assembly Praotice, Prooedure and PrlvllegBs (1st

eel, 2007) 255.
175

NSW LA Sessional Orders - Citizen's Right of Reply Clause (1)

176

NSW LA Sessional Orders - Citizen's Right of Reply Clause (1)

171

NSW Disclosure Regulation, Legislative Assembly Sessional Order (541) - Code of Conduct for Members adopted 8

May 2007.
17B

NSW LA SO 176

119

See also Evidence Act 1995 (NSW) s 127.

180

NSW LC SO 222(1)

1B1

NSW LC SO 222(2)

,a;; NSW

LC SO 225
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Bias - no Member may take part in a committee inquiry where the Member has
a pecuniary interest in the inquiry of the Committee, unless it is in common with
the general public, or a class of persons within the general public, or it is on a
matter of State policy.1!r.l
Legislative Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Assembly committees are
found in the NSW LA SO.184
•

Right to respond to allegations - the NSW LA SO do not afford Witnesses the
right to respond to allegations. This said, the practice of Legislative Assembly
comm ittees recognises that decisions such as Annetts v McCann 185 have
emphasised that natura! justice will apply to a power conferred under a statute
to make a decision or finding that may affect an individual's rights, interests or
reputation. 1M This has been interpreted by Legislative Assembly committees as
requiring that when evidence is given that may lead to adverse findings against
a person that person should be given the opportu nity to state their version of
events.'s7
Private and Secret Evidence - all persons other than committee officers must
be excluded when the committee is meeting in camera.,aa This standing order
presumes that a committee may hear evidence in camera if it decides to do
SO.189

In practice, the committee will offer a witness the opportunity to apply to have
their evidence heard in camera.'oo In deciding whether to grant the application,
the committee's considerations will include whether the committee has reason
to believe that the evidence may reflect adversely on a person or bod¥-, and
whether it is likely to involve serious allegations against third parties.' 1
Objections to answering a question - witnesses are afforded the same rights
to object to answering a question as afforded by the New South Wales
Legislative Council.

Further, the NSW LA SO state that a witness must withdraw while the House
considers an objection to a question. 192 This standing order presumes that
certain objections to answering questions will be considered.

•

Legal counsel - a committee may resolve to hear counsel.'93

It!3

NSW LC so 201(10). amended by New South Wales Legislative Council Session Order 8 adopted 28 June 2007.

1M

See also EVidence Act 1995 (NSW) s 127.

letS

(1990) 170 CLR 596

'fl6

New South Wales Legislative Assembly, New South Wales Legis/ative Assembly Practice, Procedure and Privileges (1st

ed, 2007) 235.
187 New South Wales Legislative Assembly, New South Wales Legislative Assembly Pracilce, Procedure and Privileges (1st
ed, 2007) 236.

168

NSW LA SO 296

New South Wales Legislative Assembly. New South Wales Legislative Assembly Practice, Procedure and Privileges (1st
ed, 2007)234.
.
100

'oo New South Wales Legislative Assembly, New South Wales Legislative Assembly Practice, Procedure and Privileges (1st

ed, 2007) 234.
191

New South Wales Legislative Assembly, New South Wales Legislative Assembly Practice, Procedure and Privileges (1st

ed, 2007) 235.
IQZ

NSW LA SO 333

'1'3

NSW LA SO 290
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Errors of transcription - witnesses may correct their evldence however
correction wtll be confined to verbal inaccuracies. The substance of evidence
can only be altered by re·examination. l94
Bias - a Member must not sit on a committee if personally interested in the
195
inquiry before the committee.

Northern Territory
Legislative Assembly

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the Legislative
Assembly are contained in the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly Standing Orders
reprint 23 February 2006 (NT LA SO), resolutions of the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Assembly (Register of Members' interests) Act 1982 (NT) (NT Members'
Interests Act).
Objections to answering a question - a witness must withdraw while,the
House considers an objection to a question. 196 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - Members are required to declare interests as required by the NT
Members' Interests Act.

Further, the Northern Territory Members' Code of Conduct and Ethical
Standards requires Members to declare interests as required
the NT
Members' Interests Act and act to avoid conflicts of interests. 19

bi

The Legislative Assembly does not provide a right of reply to individuals adversely
referred to in the House, In February 2005, the Northern Territory Standing Orders
Committee considered whether to adopt a fight of reply procedure but instead adopted a
resolution which contained guidelines encouraging Members to exercise their freedom of
speech responsibly, similar to those adopted by the Australian Senate. 19B
Legislative Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Assembly committees ate
found in the Order entitled Witnesses appearing before Committees - Guidelines' (CWG)
of the Legislative Assembly Tenth Assembly Sessional Orders and Orders in force at
November 2006 (NT Sessional Orders).
The NT Sessional Orders CWG was agreed to on 20 August 1992 on a motion moved by
Mr Paimer, the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee.
Legislative Assembly committees adopt the same protections afforded by Senate
committees as discussed above, except for:
Bias - No Member may sit on a committee if that Member has a particular
direct pecuniary interest in a matter under inquiry by the committee. 199 This is
,.. NSW LA SO 293
11>:>

NSW LA SO 276

,.. NT LA SO 294
,G7

Adopied by the Legislative Assembly on 31 March 2004.

,"" Northem Territory Orders of Continuing Effect - Freedom of Speech, Standing Orders Committee, Legislative Assembly
of the Northern Territory, Fourth Report of the 9th Assembly (February 2005). R D Grove, 'Freedom of speech and Citizens'
Right of Reply: Parliamentary Privilege versus accountability', (Paper presented at Society of Clerks-at-the-Table in
Commonwealth Parliaments, 44th General Meeting, India. September 2007) 9.

,tIO NT LA SO 264
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similar to the protection afforded by the Senate, which refers to a conflict of
2OO
interest.
Legislative Assembly Privileges Committee
Additional protections afforded to witnesses appearing before the Legislative Assembly
Privileges Committee are found in the Order entitied 'Privileges Committee - Witness
Protection Procedures' (peW) of the NT Sessional Orders. The Legislative Assembly
Privileges Committee adopts the same protections afforded by the Senate Privileges
Committee, as discussed above.

Queensland
Legislative Assembly
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative
Assembly amended 12 February 2008 (QLD SO), the Queensland Code of Ethical
201
Standards and the Parliament of QUeens/and Act 2001 (OLD) (PQ Act OLD).

a

The Queensland Parliament was the first State Parliament to introduce right of reply for
persons and corporations adversely referred to in the Legislative Assembly.202 The
resolution was introduced on 18 October 1995 and has since been replaced by orders
279 to 283 of the OLD SO.203
•

Right of reply - The Legislative Assembly adopts the procedure of the Senate
as discussed above, except that:
a submission may also be made by a corporation;204
•

a submission may also be made regarding a reference made in a
committee;205
.
.
a submission must be received by the Speaker in the term of
Parliament in which the reference was made;206 and

•

where the submission refers to another committee's proceeding, the
207
Ethics Committee may confer with the relevant committee.

Objections to answering a question ~ a witness must withdraw while the
House considers an objection to a question,20B This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions wi!! be considered,
Individuals may also object to answering questions or producing evidence under
the PO Act QLD, on the basis that:
the answer, document or thin~ is of a private nature and does not
affect the subject of inquiry;20 or
200

Senate Standing Order 27(5)

Legislative Assembly of Queensland, 51st Parliament, Code of Ethical Standards (September 2004. as amended 3D
June 2006).

201

:= Members' Ethics and Parliamentary Privileges Committee. Queensland LegIslative Assembly, Right of Reply:
Queensland Legis/alive Assembly Information Paper, Information Paper No.1 (Version 8. 2005).

-

Members' Ethics and Pa'/1iamentary Privileges Committee. Queensland Legislative Assembly, Right of Reply:

Queensland Legis/ative Assembly Information Paper, Information Paper No.1 (Version 8, 2005).
~04 OLD

SO 279(1)

205

QLD SO 280(1)

2015

QLD SO 280(3)

207

QLD SO 282(2)

200

QLD SO 227(2}
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giving the answer or producing the document or thing might tend to
incriminate the person and the person would have a claim of privilege
against self-incrimination in a Supreme Court action IT the person were
asked in the action to give the answer or produce the document or
thing. 21o

Bias - Members must, in respect of any question in the House or a committee,
declare any pecuniary interest that the Member or a related person has in the
question, if the pecuniary interest is greater than the interest held in common
with the subjects of the Crown or Members of the House general/y.211
Members must also declare interests as required by the Register of Members'
m
tnterests and Register of Related Persons' tnterests.: In addition, Members
must declare interests and avoid conflicts of interest in compliance with the
213
Queensland Code of Ethical Standards.
Further. no Member is entitled to vote in any division upon a question (not being
a matter of public policy) in which they have a direct p-ecuniary interest. not held
214
in common with the rest of the subjects of the Crown.
The Queensland Code of Ethical Standards also requires that Members eXercise their
freedom of speech without deliberately misleading the House.215
Legislative Assembly - Procedure on charge of contempt in the House
Chapter 41 of the OLD SO makes special provisions for the procedure to be followed
when the Ethics Committee reports that a person has committed a contempt and that the
person be charged with contempt by the House.21e
•

Right to know the nature of the allegations - if the House orders that the
person should be ordered to attend at the Bar of the House, a copy of the Order
of the House specifying the charge of contempt must be served upon the
person. 217

•

Right to respond to allegations - if the person attends at the House, the
person will be informed of the charge of contempt and be heard in their
21B
defence.

•

Objectians to answering a question ~ a witness must withdraw while the
House considers an objection to a question. 219 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
An ind ividual may also object on the grounds listed in the PQ Act QLD. as
discussed above.
Legal counsel- a person may be heard in the House by counset. Z2O

209

PO Act OLD s 34(a)

210

PO Act OLD s 34(b)

so 260(1)

211

OLD

212

OLD SO 263 & Schedule 2

m Legislative Assembly of Queensland, 51s\ Parliament, Code of Ethical Standards (September 2004. as amended 30

June 2006).
~1' OLD SO 259(1)

Legislative Assembly of Queensland, 51st Parliament, Code of Ethical Standards (September 2004, as amended 30
June 2(06) p 25.

21S

21e

OLD SO 274(1)

217

OLD SO 274(2)

218

OLD SO 274(3)

Z1~ OLD SO 227(2)
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Legislative Assembly committees
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before. or referred to \n, Legislative
Assembly committees are found in the OLD SD and the PO Act OLD.

OLD SO 224 provides that the House may establish procedures for committees to follow
in their dealings with witnesses and that, until otherwise ordered by the House, the
procedures contained in Schedule 3 apply to committees.
Legis!ative Assembly committees adopt the same protections afforded by Senate
committees as discussed above, except that:
,.

Right of reply - the right of reply procedure afforded to"persons referred to in
the Legislative Assembly isalsc afforded to persons referred to in
221
committees.

,.

Right to know the nature of the allegations - witnesses do not have the right
to access the committee's terms of reference. 222
Right to respond to allegations - If evidence reflects adversely on a person
and the evidence is not expunged or Its publication forbidden. the committee
need only provide a right to respond to the allegations as determined to be
223
appropriate in all the circumstances by the commltlee. The Senate protection
does not allow the committee to determine the appropriate right to respond to
XlII
the allegations in the circumstances.
Written submissions - a witness will only be given the right to make written
submissions where practicable,225 as opposed to the Senate protection which
provides that a witness will be given the. opportunity to make a Mitten
22S
submlssion.
Objections to answering a question - when deciding whether to insist on an
answer to a question, the committee will also consider any statute regulating the
quesiioning.227
Further, where a committee decides that a witness must answer a question that
has been objected to. there is no protection requiring that the ~estion be
answered in privata session,22B as provided for by the Senate. 9
The witness may also object on the grounds listed in the PO Act QlD, as
discussed above.

"

Legal counsel - unlike the Senate ,230 It is explicitly stated that, unless
otherwise determined, the legal adviser is confined to adVising the witness on
231
their rights and may not address the committee.

so 274{3)
:/21 QLD so 280{1}
= QLD so Schedule 3(c)
= OLD SO Schedule 3(m)
220

OLD

224

PPRS Resolution 1(13)

225

OLD SO Schedule 3{d}

22$

PPRS Resolution 1(4)

227

QLD SO Schedule 3(1}

22e

OLD SO Schedule 30)

= PPRS Resolution 1(10)
230

PPRS Resolution 1.(14} & 1(15)

231

OLD SO Schedule 3(n)
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Bias - Members must. in respect of any question in the House or a committee,
declare any pecuniary interest that the Member or a related person has in the
question, if the pecuniary interest is greater than the interest held in common
with the subjects of the Crown or Members of the House generally,232
Further. a member of a committee must disclose to the commfttee any conflict
of interest the member may have in relation to a matter before the committee,233
Unlike the Senate protections. it is not explicitly providedihat a Member who
has a conflict of interest is prevented from sitting on the committee?34

Legislative Assembly Ethics Committee
Additional protections afforded to witnesses appearing before the Legislative Assembly
Ethics Committee are found in OLD SO 270.

Right to know the nature of the allegations
The Committee:
will allow any person the subject of a complaint to provide a written
explanation of any allegations. 235 This standing order implies that the
person will be informed of the complaint; and
•

will not. in any report. make an adverse finding about a person unless
it has given the person full particulars of the complaint and the
opportunity to be heard,236

Right to respond to allegations
The Committee:
•

will allow any person the subject of a complaint to provide a written
explanation of any allegations:237
if the person disputes the allegation, will give that person, and any
other person nominated by the person, an opportunity to be heard;238
and

•

will not. in any report. make an adverse finding about a person unless
it has given the person full particulars of the complaint and the
opportunity to be heard. 239

Bias - any member of the Committee who is directly concerned in a matter or
has made any statements in the House revealing a priorJudgment in the matter

must not be involved in any consideration of that matter,

40

=. OLD SO 260(1)
2J3

OLD SO 261

234

Senate Standing Order 27(5)

235

QLD SO Z70(1Xb)

:238

OLD SO 270(6)

237

QLD SO 270(1)(b)

238

QLD SO 270(1}(c)

231)

QLD SO 270(6)

2<0

QLD SO 272(1)
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South Australia
Legislative Council
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Council are contained in the South Australian Legislative Council Standing
Orders of 5 August 1999 (SA LC SO). resolutions made by the legislative Council and
the Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1983 (SA) (SA Members'
Interests Act).
Since 1999. the Legislative Council has provided a Citizen's Right of Reply through a
resolution passed at the beginning of each session, last made on 1 May 2007 (SA LC
Right of Reply Resolution).241
The Legislative Council adopts a similar procedure to the Senate as discussed abolle
except there are some important differences. These include that It is the President alone
who considers the submission.

•

Right of re~~ - a person (including a corporation or an unincorporated
association 4 ) who is referred to in the Legislative Council may make a
submission to the President:
•

claiming that because of that reference the person or corporation has
had their reputation adversely affected. their dealings or associations
with others adversely affected, or has been injured in occupation,
trade, office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded; and

•

requesting that the person be able to incorporate an appropriate
response in Hansard. 243

The President must reject any submission that is not made within a reasonable
time. 244
If the President does not reject the submission, the President must give notice
245
of the submission to the Member who made the reference. In considering the
submission, the President:

..

may confer with the person who made the submission;

..

may confer with any Member; and

..

must confer with the Member who made the reference and provide
that Member with the proposed response at least one clear sitting day
246
prior to the publication of the response.

If the President is of the opinion that that the submission:
is trivia!, frivolous, vexatious or offensive;
..

is not made in good faith;

..

has not been made within a reasonable time;

•

misrepresents the statements made by the Member; or

241 South Australia. Minutes of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council, Tuesday 1 May 2007, Clause 6, Motion reo
Citi;!:en's Right of Reply.
2<2

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(X)(a)

243

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(1)

2<14

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(111)

245

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(1V)

2«;

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(V)
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there is some other good reason not to grant the request,

then the President must refuse the request and inform the person who made
the submission of the decision. 247
If the President does not refuse the request for one of these grounds, then the
President must report to the Council that in the President's opinion the response
in terms agreed by the President and the person making the request should be
incorporated into Hansard. Upon this report, the response must then be
incorporated into Hansard. 248
Objections to answering a question - if any question is objected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. 249 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.

Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the SA Members'
Interests Act.
Further. no Member is entitled to vote upon any question in which the Member
has a direct pecuniary interest not held in common w1th the rest of the subjects
of the Crown, except motions or public blHs which involve questions of State
policy. 250
.
House of Assembly

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before. or referred to in, the
House of Assembly are contained in the South Australian House of Assembly Standing
Orders 1999 (SA HA SO). the House of Assembly Sessional Orders adopted on 27 April
2007 (SA HA Sessional Orders) and the SA Members' Interests Act
The House of Assembly adopts a similar procedure to the Senate as discussed above,
except there are some important differences including that the Speaker must notify the
member who made the reference.
Right of regl,x - a person (including a corporation or an unincorporated
association 5 ) who is referred to in the House of Assembly may make a
submission to the Speaker:

•

claiming that because of that reference the person has had their
reputation adversely affected, their dealings or associations with
others adversely affected, or has been injured in occupation, trade,
office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded; and

requesting that the person's response be incorporated into
Hansard. 2
The Speaker must refer the submission to the Standing Orders Committee as
253
soon as .practicable.
The Standing Orders Committee must reject any submission that is not made
within a reasonable time.254

247

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(Vl)

248

SA LC Right of Reply Resolution 6(VlII)

2••

SA LC SO 441

:ISO

SA LC SO 225

251

SA HA Sessional Order 4(10)(a)

25:>

SA HA Sessional Order 4(1)

253

SA HA Sessional Order 4(2)

21>0

SA HA Sessional Order 4(3)
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If the Standing Orders Committee does not reject the submission, the
Committee must give notice of the submission to the Member who made the
reference. 255
In considering the submission, the Standing Orders Committee:
may confer with the person who made the _submission;
"

may confer with any Mem ber; and

•

must confer with the Mem ber who made the reference at least one
258
clear sitting day prior to the publication of the response.

If the Standing Orders Committee is of the opinion that that the submission:

is trivial. frivolous, vexatious or offensive;

is not made in good faith;
•

has not been made wIthin a reasonable time;

"

misrepresents the statements made by the Member; or
there is some other good reason not to grant the request,

then the Committee must refuse the request and inform the person who made
257
the submission of the decision.
If the Standing Orders Committee does not refuse the request for one of these
grounds. then the Committee must report to the Assembly that a response in
terms agreed between the Committee and the person making the request
should be incorporated into Hansard. Upon this report, the response must then
be incorporated into Hansard.258
Objections to answering a question - if any ~uestion is objected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. 9 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.

Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the SA Members'
Interests Act.
Further, a Member may not vote in any division on a question in which the
Member has a direct pecuniary interest.260
Legislative Council committees
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees are
found in the SA lC SO.
Objections to answering a question - if any g,uestion is objected to, a witness
must Withdraw While the question is discussed. 2 1 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - no Member may sit on a committee who has a direct pecuniary interest
in the inquiry before the committee that is not held in common with the rest of
the subjects of the Crown. 262

~ SA HA Sessional

Order 4(4)

~ SA HA Sessional Order 4(5)
'lS!

SA HA Sessional Order 4(6)

258

SA HA Sessionai Order 4(8}

:<!S.

SA HA SO 394

=SAHA SO 170
2M

SA LC SO 441
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House of Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before House of Assembly committees are
found in the SA HA SO.
Objections to answering a question - if any ggestion is objected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. 2 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.

Bias - a Member may not sit on a select committee if that Member has a direct
264
pecuniary interest in the inquiry before that committee.

Tasmania
Legislative CDuncil

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Council are contained in the Tasmanian Legislative Council Standing Orders
(TAS LC SO) and the Parliamentary (Disclosure of Interests) Act 1996 (TAS) (TAS
Members' Interests Act).Z65
The Legislative Council adopts a similar procedure to the Senate as discussed above,
except there are some important differences. These include that the President alone may
consider the submission.

Right of reply - a person who is referred to in the Legislative Council may
make a submission to the President:
claiming that because of that reference the person or corporation has
had their reputation adversely affected, their dealings or associations
with others adversely affected, or has been injured in occupation,
trade, office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded; and
requesting that the person be able to incorporate an appropriate
response in the parliamentary debates (Hansard).266 .
If the President is satisfied that the submission is not trivial. frivolous, vexatious
or offensive then the President may determine the matter or refer the matter to
a committee. The President may determine, with the advice of a committee
where necessary, that:

no further action be taken; or
that a response be incorporated into Hansard. 267
In considering a submission,the President or the committee:
may confer with the person who made the submission; and
•

must nottfy the Member who made the reference of the submission
and consult with that Member before any response is presented to the
268
Council.

202

SA LC SO 379

21\:\

SA HA SO 394

2(14

SA HA SO 321

Wi

See also Eviounce Act 2001 (TAS) 5127.

- TAS LC SO 331(1)
$I

TAS LC SO 331(2)

2"TAS LeSO 331(3)
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Objections to answering a question - if any ~estion is objected to, B witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. 2 9 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions wit! be considered.
Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the TAS Members'
Interests Act.
A Member having a pecuniary interest in any question, being a direct and
persona! interest and not an interest of merely a general or remote character,
must declare the interest prior to the vote on a question and the Council will
270
decide whether the Member can vote on the question.

House of Assembly
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the House of
Assembly are contained in the House of Assembly Standing and Sessional Orders and
Rules updated 20 August 2004 (TAS HA SO) and the TAS Members' Interests Act. 27t
Objections to answering a question - if a question is objected to, the witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed.272 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the TAS Members'
Interests Act.
Members must also declare pecuniary interests and act to avoid conflicts of
interest as r~uired by the Code of Ethical Conduct for Members of the House
of Assembly. 2 3
Further, Members are not entitled to vote on any question in which they have a
direct pecuniary interest, such interest being immediate and personal, and not
2
.
merely of a general or remote description.
The House of Assembly does not provide a right of reply to individuals adversely referred
to in the House. The Joint Select Committee on the Working Arrangements of the
Parliament of the Tasmanian Parliament recommended that both Houses adopt a right of
reply procedure. Although the Legislative Council adopted such a procedure, the House
of Assembly has not yet adopted a right of reply procedure.:275
Legislative Council committees
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative CouncH committees are
found in the TAS LC SO and an information sheet entitled Information for the Guidance of
Witnesses Appearing before Parliamentary Committees (T AS Witnesses Information
Sheet).276

2""TAS LC SO 249
270TAS LCSO 103(1)
2Tt

See also Evidence Act 2001 (TAS) s 127.

272

TAS HA SO 391

213

TAS HA SO Part 2A - Code of Ethical Conduct for Members of the House of Assembly.

v'TAS HA SO 203
Jolni Select Committee on the Working Arrangements of the Parliament, Pariiament of Tasmania. Report NO.6 on
Citizen's Right of RGp/y (May 1999), R D Grove, 'Freedom of speech and Citizens' Right of Reply: Parliamentary Privilege

275

versus accountability', (Paper presented at Society of Clerks-at-the-TabJe in Commonwealth Parliaments. 44th General
Meeling. Inoia, September 2007) 9.

zro Available from: http://www.pariiamenttas.gov.aulctee/CTEEguide.htm [accessed 8 May 2008], See also Evidence Act
2001 (TAS) s 127.
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•

Private and Secret Evidence - The TAS Witnesses Information Sheet provides
that if a witness considers that information to be provided is confidential, the
witness may apply to have their evidence heard in camera.

•

Objections to answering a question - if any ~estlon is objected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - a Member who has a direct pecuniary interest in the inquiry before a
select committee may not serve on the committee, if the interest is immediate
and personal and not merely of general or remote character. 278

House of Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before House of Assemb1Y committees are
found in the TAS HA SO and the TAS Witnesses information Sheet?'
•

Private and Secret Evidence - The TAS Witnesses Information Sheet provides
that if a witness considers that information to be provided is confidential, the
witness may apply to have their evidence heard in camera.

•

Objections to answering a question - if a question is objected to, the witness
must withdraw while the question Is discussed.280 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.

•

Bias - Members are not entitled to vote on any question in which they have a
direct pecuniary Interest, such interest bei~ immediate and personal, and not
merely of a general or remote description. This restriction is specifically
extended to a vote by a Member in a committee. 28Z

Victoria
Legislative Council
Provisions relating to natura! justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Council are contained in the Victorian Legislative Council Standing Orders
2006.(VIC LC SO) and the Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 (VIC)
(VIC Members; Interests Act).
The Legislative Council adopts a similar Right of Reply procedure to the Senate as
discussed above, except there are some important differences. These include that it is
the President alone who considers the submission.
283

Right of reply - a person (including an organisaUon ) who is referred to in the
Legislative Counoil may make a submission to the President requesting that the .
person be able to incorporate an appropriate response in the parliamentary
record. 2M

2TT

TAS LC SO 249

v'TAS LC SO 174
270

Available from: htto:lfwww.parliament.tas.gov.au/cteefCTEEguide.htm [accessed 8 May 2008J. See also Evidence Act

2001 (TAS) s 127,

'so TAS HA SO 391
281

TAS HA SO 203

2112

TAS HA SO 205

283

Victorian Legislative Council, InfDrmation Sheet 12: Parliamentary Privilege and the Right of Reply (2007).

284

VIC LC SO 22,02(1)
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The applicant must claim in their submission that because of that reference the
person or corporation has had their reputation adversely affected, their dealings
or associations with others adversely affected, or has been injured in
occupation, trade, office or financial credit or that the person's privacy has been
unreasonably invaded,285

If the President is satisfied that the submission is not trivial, frivolous, vexatious
or offensive then the President may determine that:
•

no further action betaken; or

that a response be published by the Council and incorporated into
Hansard,iSS
In considering a submission, the President

•

•

may confer with the person who made the submission; and

..

must notify the Member who made the reference of the submission
and consult with that Member before any response is presented to the
Council. 287
.

Objections to answering a question - if any ~estion is objected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed? This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the VIC Members'
Interests Act.
The VIC Members' interests Act also contains a Code of Conduct for Members
which requires members to declare any pecuniary interests, or interests in a
trade or professional organisation, and ensure that no conflict exists, or appears
2a9
to exist, between the Members' public dUty and private interests.
Further, no Member will be entitled to vote upon any Question in which he or

she has a personal, pecuniary or direct interest,290

Legislative Assembly
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before, or referred to in, the
Legislative Assembly are contained in the Victorian Legislative Assembly Standing
Orders of December 2006 (V1C LA SO) and the VIC Members' Interests Act.
o

Right of reply - The Legislative Assembly adopts a similar procedure to the
Senate, except that:

when a submission is referred, the secretary of the Privileges
Committee will contact the applicant to draw the applicant's attention
to the Committee's guidelines for ~eparing a brief draft statement in
the correct form for incorporation; 1 and
the Privileges Committee may decide not to consider a submission
referred to it if the submission was received more than 6 months after

2lI5

VIC LC SO 22.02(2)

-

VIC LC SO 22,03

~67 VIC LC SO 22.04

.88 VIC LC so 18.08(3)
3111>

VIC Members' Interests Act s 3

200

VIC lC SO 17,07

2P1

VIC LA SO 227(4)
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the reference and the applicant has not shown exceptional
circumstances to explain the delay.2S2
Objections to answering a question - if any ~estion is objected to, a witness
2
must withdraw while the question is discussed. This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
.

•

Bias - Members are subject to the same requirements to declare their interest
as Members of the Legislative Council as discussed above.
Further, a Member must not vote in the House or a select committee on any
294
question in which he or she has a direct pecuniary interest.

Legislative Council committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees are
found in the VIC LC SO and the January 2008 GUidelines for the Rights and
Responsibilities of Witnesses (VIC Witness Guidelines). The VIC Witness Guidelines
adopt similar protections afforded by Senate committees as discussed above, except
that:
•

Right to know the nature of the allegations - a witness can be supplied with
relevant evidence already received or directed to evidence published online. 295
The Senate protection provides that the witness will be s~plied with a
z
transcript of evidence already taken, where appropriate.
Right to respond to allegations - if evidence reflects adversely on a person
and the evidence is not expunged, then the committee may decide to provide a
reasonable opportunity for that person to access that evidence and to respond
by written submission and appearance before the committee. The Senate
protection provides that the committee will provide a reasonable opportunity for
the person to respond to the allegatlons. 291

•

,
Written submissions - a witness should be given an opportunity to make a

submission in writing before appearing to give oral evldence?98 The Senate
protection provides that a witness will be given an opportunity to make a written
submission. 299
Private and secret evidence - if a request to have evidence heard in private is

not approved, the committee may give the witness reasons for that decision.suo
The Senate protection provides that the committee wifl give reasons for the
decision. 301

•

~ VIC LA

Objections to answering a question - the VIC Witness Guideline~rovide
that a committee may choose to hear the answer in private session. The
Senate protection provides that the witness will only be required to answer the

so 227(5)

m VIC LA SO 195(2)

2"" VlC LA SO 170
2g5

VIC Witness Guidelines cI 2

290

PPRS Resolution 1(3}

2m PPRS Resolution 1(13)
208

VIC Witness Guidelines c! 6

20\1

PPRS Resolution 1(4)

""" VIC Witness Guidelines ct 9
W1

PPRS Resolution 1(7)

302

VIC Witness Guidelines c112. See also VlC LC SO 18.08(3).
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question in private session, unless the committee determines that it is essential
that the question be answered in public session. los
Legal counsel - the VIC Witness Guidelines provide that a witness is not
entitled to legal representation at a hearing unless House otherwise decides.304
The Senate protection provides that a witness may apply to be accompanied by

counsel and to consult counsel during the meeting.305

,

Errors of transcription - the VIC Witness Guidelines provide that witnesses

will have the opportunity to make alterations to their evidence provided that
those alterations are confined to the correction of inaccuracies in reporting or
printing, or to the correction of matters of fact which do not materially alter the
sense of the answer. 306 The Senate protection also provides that reasonable
opportunity wi!! be afforded to witnesses to put additional material
307
supplementary to their evidence before the committee.
Bias - we note that no Member will be entitled to vote upon any question in
30B
which he or she has a personal, pecuniary or direct interesL This differs from
the Senate protection which states that Senators may not sit on a committee if
they have a conflict of interest in relation to the inquiry of the committee. 3DS
Legislative Assembly committees

Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before Legislative Council committees are
found in the VIC LA SO.

•

Objections to answering a question - IT any ~uestion is 0 bjected to, a witness
must withdraw while the question is discussed. 3 0 This standing order presumes
that certain objections to answering questions will be considered.
Bias - a Member must riot vote in the House or a select committee on any
311
question in which he or she has a direct pecuniary interest

Further, witnesses are in practice afforded protections under the VIC Witness Guidelines
as discussed above.

New Zealand
HOLiseof Representatives

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the House of
Representatives are contained in the Standing Orders of the House of Representatives
2005 (NZ SO) as follows:
•

Right of Reply - a person (not a member) who is referred to in the House by
name, or in such a way as to be readily identifiable, may make a submission to
the Speaker:

300

PPRS Resolution 1(10)

31)4

VIC Witness Guidelines cl15

3nS

PPRS Resolution 1(14}

300

VIC Witness Guidelines cl 19

301

PPRS Resolullon 1(17)

"'" VlC LC SO '\7.07
""" Senate Standing Order 27(5)
310

VIC LA SO 1 95(2)

31'

VIC LA SO 170
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claiming to have been adversely affected by the reference or to have
suffered damage to that person's reputation as a result of the
reference;
submitting a response to the reference; and
requesting that the response be incorporated in the parliamentary
record. 312
A submission must be made within three months of the reference having been
313
made.
The Speaker then conSiders whether in all the circumstances of the case the
314
response should be incorporated in the parliamentary record.
In considering whether to incorporate the response, the Speaker:
•

may confer with the person who made the submission and with the
member who made the reference; and
takes account of the extent to which the reference is capable of
adversely affectin~, or damaging the reputation of, the person making
the submission.51

If the Speaker decides that the response should not be incorporated in the
parliamentary record, the S~aker must inform the person concerned that no
further action will be taken. 16
A response that the Speaker determines should be incorporated in the
parliamentary record is presented to the House for publication by order of the
317
House.
The Speaker may decide that a response should be incorporated in the
parliamenta~ record after the person has amended it in a manner approved by
the Speaker. 18
Bias - a member must. before participating in the consideration of any item of
business, declare any financial interest that the member has in that business,
unless the interest is already cqn~;ained in the Register of Pecuniary Interests of
Members of Parliament.319
.....
Members must declare their pecuniary interests in accordance with NZ SO 164
and Appendix B.
.
,
House of RepresentatiVes Select committees
Protections afforded to witnesses appearing before House of Representatives select
committees are found in Chapter IV of the NZ SO.
The House of Representatives adopts similar protections to those afforded by Australian
Senate committees, as discussed above.

3'2

NZ 50.160(1)

313

NZ SO 160(2)

.,4 NZ SO 161 (1)
315

NZ SO 161(2)

31e

NZSO 162

3'7

NZ SO 163(1)

316

NZ SO 163(2)

3'~NZ

SO 166
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Right to know the nature of the allegations - a pers on who is to appear
before a committee will be informed of any allegations that may seriously
damage the reputation of the person.320 When an allegation is made against a
person that may seriously damage the reputation of that person, the committee
will apply NZ SO 237 and If the evidence is nat returned, resubmitted or
expunged, inform that person of the aUegation. 321
NZ SO 237 provides that if a witness gives evidence that contains allegations
that may seriously damage the reputation of a person and the committee
believes the allegations are irrelevant, or the relevancy of the evidence is
outweighed by the risk of harm to that person it may:
•

request that any written evidence is resubmitted without the offending
materia!:

•

expunge that evidence from any transcript; or
seek an order from the House preventing disclosure of that
eVidence.322

o

Right to respond to allegations - any person who is informed that an
allegation has been made that may seriously damage the reputation of that
person:

•

will be given reasonable opportunity to respond, in writing and by
appearing before the committee. If the original allegation was made as
private or secret evidence, that person's response will be received
under the same conditions; and
may ask the committee to allow further witnesses to give evidence in
that person's interest.323

Further. as soon as practicable after a select committee has determined any
findings to be included in a report to the House, any person named in the report
whose reputation may be seriously damaged by those findings will be informed
of the findings and given a reasonable opportunity to respond to the committee
before the presentation of a report to the House. the committee wit! take any
response into account before making its report to the House.324
Errors of transcription - reasonable opportunity will be afforded to witnesses
to make correction of errors of transcription in any transcript of their evidence.325
Private and Secret Evidence - select committees may hear evidence in
private or in secret. J26 Before providing evidence to a select committee, a
327
witness may apply for their evidence to be heard in private or in secret.

During a select committee's proceedings, the committee may consider hearing
allegations that may seriously damage the reputation of a person in private and
328
may also invite that person to be present.

aro NZ SO 235(2)
321

NZSO 238

:m NZS0237

llUNZS0239
324

NZ SO 247(1)

325

NZ SO 232(2}

~ NZ SO 219 & 220
:1:17

NZ SO 221

328

NZ SO 235(1)
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Written submissions - a witness may make a written submission in writing
before appearing to give oral evidence. 32.9
Objections to answering a question - a witness may object to answering an
irrelevant question and the chairperson will detennine whether the question is
relevant to the committee's proceedings.330 A witness may object on other
grounds but may ultimately be required to answer if the committee decides that
it requires an answer to the question. 331 A refusal to answer may be reported to
332
the House and may be considered a contempt of the House.

•

Legal counsel - a witness may be accompanied by legal counsel of their
333
choice and may consult counsel throughout the hearing. Counsel may:
make written submissions to the committee on the committee's
procedure;
with the consent of the committee, address the committee on the
procedure to be followed before the counsel~s client is heard;
object to a question directed to counsel's client on the ground that it is
irrelevant;
•

object to counsel's client answering a question; and

If the client's reputation may be seriously damaged by the
proceedings, ask that other witnesses give evidence for the client. 334
Access to personal information - select committees will provide a witness
With reasonable access to any material or information the witness has produced
to the committee. 335 Any person whose reputation may be seriously damaged
by proceedings of a select committee may request a copy of all information that
the committee possesses concerning that person. 336 The committee will
consider the request and provide the material if it thinks It is necessary to
337
prevent serious damage to the person's reputation.
Bias - select committees may disqualify members who have (inside or outside
of the House) made allegations of crime or expressed a concluded view about
the criminal activity of a person from partiCipating in select committee:
•

inquiries into that person's criminal activity; or
proceedings that may seriously damage the reputation of that
331l
person.

A select committee is also not to inquire into allegations of crime by a person
who is named or identifiable without the express authority of the House. 339

:l2G

NZSO 216

so 226(2)

000

NZ

331

NZ SO 227, 22B

332

NZ so 228{4), 400(u)

333

NZ SO 229(1)

33-;

NZ SO 229(2)

:135

NZ SO 222

=NZ SO 236(1)
3$J

NZ so 236(2)

338

NZ SO 233

33a

NZ

so 200(1)
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House of Representatives Privileges committee
Additional protections afforded to witnesses appearing before the House of
Representatives Privileges Committee are found in Chapter VIII of the NZ SO.

Right to know the nature of the allegations - An allegation of breach of
privilege or contempt must be formulated as precisely as possible to give the
person a full opportunity to respond to it. 340
.
•

Right to respond to allegations - NZ SO 393 provides that an allegation of
breach of privilege or contempt must be formulated as precisely as Possible to
give the person a full opportunity to respond to it. This standing order presumes
that the parson will have an opportunity to respond to the allegation.

•

Bias - a member who makes an allegation of breach of privilege or contempt
341
may not serve on an inquiry into that allegation.

United Kingdom
House of Lords
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the House of Lords
are contained in the House of Lords Code of Conduct as follows:
Bias - The Code of Conduct requires members to register and declare interests
in accordance with the Code and take steps to resolve any conflicts of
interest. 342
The House of Lords does not provide a right of reply to individuals adversely referred to in
the House. The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege considered a right of reply
scheme but decided against It. 343 The Committee found that:

'Such a scheme would raise expectations it could not fulfil because it would not
establish the truth· or falSity of the criticism, no financial redress would be
forthcoming and a statement published in Hansard would not necessarily attract
publiCity matching the original comments:344
House of Commons

Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the House of
Comm ons are contained in the 'House of Commons Code of Conduct for Members
together wjth the Guide to the Rules relating to the conduct of Members 345 as follows:
Bias - The Code of Conduct requires members to register and declare interests
in accordance with the Code and take steps to resolve any conflicts of
interest. 346

340NZ SO 393
l<1

NZ so 39a

M<!

House of Lords Code of Conduct adopted by resolution of the House 2 July 2001; amended 24 July 2001; came into

effect 31 March 20Q2.

..., As discussed in section 1.5 of the Report.
:w. Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege. United Kingdom Parliament. Parliamentary PrivJfege First Report (HL 43-1.

He 214-1. Session 1998-99) [223J.
304S

House of Commons Code of Conduct together with the Guide to the Rules relating to the conduct of Members approved

on 13 July 2005 .
...., House of Commons Code of Conduct together with the Guide to the Rules relating to the conduct of Members approved
on 13 July 2005 s 7.
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The House of Commons does not provide a right of reply to individuals adversely referred
to in the House. As discussed above, the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege
considered a right of reply scheme but decided against it.
House of Lords committees
There are no express protections afforded to witnesses appearing before House of Lords
347
committees.
In practice, witnesses are afforded the opportunity to make minor
corrections to their transcript.34/)
House of Commons committees

Protections afforded in practice to witnesses appearing before a House of Commons
select committee are as follows:
Written submissions - interested parties can usually submit written evidence
toa select committee. 349
•

Private and Secret Evidence - if a witness has particular reasons why they
want to give some or all of their evidence in private, the witness is advised to
contact the clerk of the committee as early in the process as possible.

350

Objections to answering a question - a witness may appeal to the committee
chairman if they consider that a particular question is unfair. the witness is not
the appropriate person to answer it, or the witness would like time to consider
the question or seek advice. If a committee, collectively, considers that the
351
question is proper, the witness must attempt to answer it.
*

Errors of transcription - witnesses are asked to correct their transcript. In the
letter accompanying the transcript, witnesses are instructed to restrict their
changes to corrections of inaccuracies in the reporting of the witnesses words
or to the correction of matters of fact.
If a witness becomes aware that they need to make corrections of any matters
of fact or interpretation to ensure that the final record of what the witness said to
the commlttee is accurate and complete, the witness should submit a separate
note which will be appended to the eVidence. 352

Canada
Senate
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the Senate are
contained in the Rules of the Senate of October 2005 and the Conflict of Interest Code for
Senators 353 as follows:
The Standing Orders of the House of Lords Relating to Public BUSiness 2007, Standing Order 67 provides that a select
committee shall not hear parties by counsel unless authorised by a Order of the House.

:>47

United Kingdom House of Lords, Information for witnesses appearing before Select Committees of the House of Lords
available from: htto:llwww.pariiament.u)(foocuments/uploadM'itnesslnfo.pdf [accessed 6 May 2006J.

348

34.

United Kingdom House of Commons, Guide for witnesses: giving wntten or oral evidence

to s House of Commons select

Committee (May 2006) 4.
;\50

United Kingdom House of Commons, Guide for witnesses: giving written or oral evidence to

iii House of Commons

selecl

Committee (May 2Q06) 8.
351

United Kingdom House of Commons, Guide for witnesses: giving wn·tfen or oral evidence to a House of Commons select

Committee (May 2006} 8.
352

United Kingdom House of Commons, Guide for witnesses: giving written or oral evidsnce to a House of Commons select

Committee (May 2006) 11.
:153

Available from: http://sen.pan.oc::.ca/seo-cse/eng/Cocie-e.hrmllaccessed 6 May 2008},
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Bias - A Senator is not entitled to vote on any question in which the Senator
354
has a pecuniary interest not available to the general public.
The Conflict of Interest Code for Senators355 also requires Senators to declare
certain interests and to avoid conflicts of interest.
Further, the Conflict of Interest Code for Senators provides that a Senator who
has reasonable grounds to believe that he or she, or a family member has a
private interest in a matter before the Senate or a committee of which the
Senator is a member, must not vote on that matter.356

The Senate does not provide a right of reply for individuals adversely referred to in the
House.

House of Commons
Provisions relating to natural justice for individuals appearing before the House of
Commons are contained in the Standing Orders of the House of Commons of 5 June
2008 and the Conflict of Interest Code for Members of the House of Commons as follows:

Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the Conflict of Interest
Code for Members of the House of Commons. 357
Further Members must not participate in debate on, or vote on, a question in
I

which he or she has a private interest.358

The House of Commons does not provide a right of reply to individuals adversely referred
to in the House.
Senate committees
Protections afforded in practice to witnesses appearing before Senate committees are as
fonows: 359
•

Legal counsel- witnesses may be assisted by counsel at their own
expense.3&)
.
Errors of transcription - witnesses are permitted to make minor editorial
corrections to the unrevised transcript of their testimony within 48 hours of the
receipt of the blues of the meeting in order to better ensure the accuracy of the
verbatim records.361

<I

Bias - the Rules of the Senate expressly provide that a Senator who has any
pecuniary interest whatsoever, not held in common with the rest of the

w. Rules of the Senate of October 2005 Rule 65(4)
355

Available from: bttp:llsen.pari.gc.ca/seo-csefeng/Code-e.html [accessed 6 May 2DD8l.

Canadian Senate, Conflict of Interest Code for Senators. clause 16 available from: http://sen.parl.gc.oa/seocsE")engICode-e.html {accessed 6 May 2008).

!l55

86T Canadian House of Commons Standing Orders. Appendix - Conflict of Interest Code for Members of the House of
Commons.

:!Sa Canadian House of Commons Standing Orders, Appendix - Conilict of Interest Code for Members of the House of
Commons cl13.

Note that a witness before a Senate committee may not refuse to answer a question on the grounds of self-incrimination,
see Canadian Senate Committees. A guide for witnesses appearing before Senate Committees available. at
htlp:llwww.pari.gc.ca!39f1Ioarlbus{commbuslsBnatelcom-Elpub-E/witness-e.htm [accessed 11 April 2.008}.

!l5D

3W Canadian Senate Committees, A guide for witnesses appearing before Senate Committees available at:
htlp:/fwww.parl.gc.caf3911!paribus/commbus!senateicom-E/pub.E/witness-e.htm [accessed 11 Apri! 200S}.

.," Canadian Senate Commfttees •. A guide for witnesses appearing before Senate Committees available at:
http://WYI/W.oarl.oc.caI3911Iparibus/commbus/senatelcom-Efpub-E/witness-e.htm [accessed 11 ApriI2008j.
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Consideration of other common law jurisdictions

Canadian subjects of the Crow~ in the matter referred to any select committee,
must not sit on the committee.

The Conflict of Interest Code for Senators363 also requires Senators to declare
certain interests and to avoid conflicts of interest.
Further, the Coriflict of Interest Code for Senators provides that a Senator who
has reasonable grounds to believe that he or she, or a family member has a
private interest in a matter before the Senate or a committee of which the
Senator is a member, must not vote on that matter.3&!

House of Commons committees
Protections afforded in practice to witnesses appearing before House of Commons
committees are as follows:

•

Private and Secret Evidence - at the discretion of the committee, a witness
may be allowed to testify in camera when dealing with confidential matters of
State or sensitive commercial information.

305

Objections to answering a question - a witness must answer all questions
the committee puts to them. A witness may object to a question asked by an
individual committee member, however if the committee agrees that the
question should be put to the witness, they are obliged to re:R~' A witness who
refuses to answer questions may be reported to the House.

Legal counsel - Witness may ask leave of the committee to be assisted by
counsel, although permission is seldom sought. Counsel is restricted to an
advisory role and may not ask questions or reply on the witness' behaff.357
•

Bias - Members must declare interests as required by the Conflict of Interest
36a
Code for Members of the House of Commons.
Further, Members must not participate in debate on or vote on a question in
which he or she has a private interest. 369

~ Rules

of the Senate Rule 94(1)

=Available from: http://sen,par!.gc.ca/seo-cse/eng/Code-e.html[accessed 6 May 2008).
.... Canadian Senate, Conflict of Interest Code for Senators, clause 16 avallable from: http://sen.par1,gc,caiseocse!eno/Code-e.html [accessed 6 May 2008].
3I!S Canadian House of Commons Committees, Witness Information, Gu/d& for witnesses appearing b&fore Committees of
the House of Commons available at htlp:flwww.partgc.ca/informationiaboutiprocess/houseiWltnessesGuideslwitnesse.hlm [accessed 11 April 2008).
31!6

Canadian House of Commons Committees, Witness Information, Guide for witnesses appearing before Committees of

the House of Commons available at htto:Hwww.parl.gc.calinformationiaboutiprocessfhouseiWitnessesGuidesfwitness-

e.hlm [accessed 11 AprlI2008].
Canadian House of Commons Committees, Witness Information, GuidI> for witnesses appearing before Committees of
the Hous& of Commons available at htlp:l/www.parl.gc.ca/informalion/abouVprQcess/houseiWjtnessesGuides/witness~ {accessed 11 April 2008].

3lI1

,.,. Canadian 'House of Commons Standing Orders. Appendix - Conflict of Interest Code for Members of the House of
Commons.
Canadian House of Commons Standing Orders, Appendix - Conflict of Interest Code for Members of the House of
Commons c! 13.

36G
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Draft Proposed Joint House Procedure

Right of Reply
1

Where a person or corporation, who has been referred to by name, or in such a
way to be readily identified,. in the Legislative Council or the Legislative
Assembly, makes a submission in 'Writing to the President or Speaker,
respectively:
(a)

claiming that the person has been adversely affected in reputation or in
respect of dealings or associations with others, or has been injured in
occupation, trade, office or financial credit, or that the person's privacy
has been unreasonably invaded, by reasons of that reference to the
person; and

(b)

requesting that the person be able to incorporate an appropriate
response in the parliamentary record;

and the President or Speaker is satisfied:
(c)

that the subject of the submissions is not so obviously trivial or the
submissions so frivolous, vexatious or offensive so as to make it
inappropriate that it be considered by the respective Privileges
Committee; and

(d)

that it is practicable for the respective Privileges Committee to consider
the submission under this resolution,

then the President or Speaker will refer the submission to the respective
Privileges Committee.

2

The respective Privileges Committee may decide not to consider a submission
referred to it under this Standing Order if the Committee considers that the
subject of the submission [s not sufficiently serious or the submission is
frivolous, vexatious or offensive in character, and such a decision must be
reported to the House,

3

If the respective Privileges Committee decides to consider a submission under
this Standing Order, the Committee may confer with the person who made the
submission and the Member who referred to that person.

4

In considering a submission under this Standing Order, the respective
Privileges Committee must meet in private session,

5

The respective Privileges Committee must not publish a submission referred to
it under this Standing Order or its proceedings in relation to such a submission,
but may present the minutes of its proceedings and all or part of such
submission to the House.

6
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In considering a submission under this Standing Order and reporting to the
House. the respective Privileges Committee must not consider or judge the truth
of any statements made in the House or the submission.
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Draft Proposed Joint House Procedure

In its report to the House on a submission under this Standing Order, the
respective Privileges Committee may make eIther of the following
recommendations:
(a)

that no further action be taken by the House or by the Committee in
relation to the submission; or

(b)

that a response by the person who made the submission, in terms
specified in the report and agreed to by the person and the Committee,
be published by the House or incorporated in Hansard,

and must not make any other recommendations.
8

A document presented to the House under paragraph 5 or 7:
(a)

in the case of a response by a person or corporation who made a
submission, must be succinct and strictly relevant to the questions in
issue and must not contain anything offensive in character; and

(b)

must not contain any matter the publication of which would have the
effect of:
(i)

unreasonably adversely affecting or injuring a person, or
unreasonably invading a person's privacy, in the manner referred
to in paragraph 1; or

(ii)

unreasonably adding to or aggravating any such adverse effect,
injury or invasion of privacy suffered by a person.

9

A corporation making a submission under this Standing Order is required to
make it under its common seal.

Protections to witnesses appearing before committees
In their dealings with witnesses, all committees of the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly must observe the following procedures:

A witness will be invited to attend a committee meeting to give evidence. A
witness will be summoned to appear (whether or not the witness was previously
invited to appear) only where the committee has made a deciSion that the
circumstances warrant the issue of a summons.

2

Where a committee requires documents. relevant to the committees inquiry, the
witness will be invited to produce them, and a summons that documents be
produced will be made (whether or not an invitation to produce documents has
previously been made) only where the committee has made a decision that the
circumstances warrant the issue of a summons.

3

A witness will be given reasonable notice of a meeting at which the witness is to
appear, and will be supplied with a copy of the committee's terms of reference,
a statement of the matters expected to be dealt with during the witness'
appearance, and an information brochure on evidence procedures. Where the
committee considers it appropriate a witness will be supplied with a transcript of
relevant evidence already taken.

4

A witness will be given opportunity to make a submission in lNf'iting before
.
appearing to give oral evidence.
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5

Where appropriate, reasonable opportunity will be given for a witness to raise
any matters of concern to the witness relating to the witnesses submission or
the evidence the witness is to give before the witness appears at a meeting.

6

A witness will he given reasonable access to any documents that the witness
has produced to a committee.

7

A witness will be offered, before giving evidence, the opportunity to make an
application before or during the hearing of the witness' evidence, for any or all
of the witness' evidence to be heard in private session, and will be invited to
give reasons for any such application. If the application is not granted. the
witness will be notified of reasons for that decision.

8

Hearing of evidence by the committee will be conducted in public session,
except where:

(a)

the committee accedes to a request by a witness that the evidence of
that witness be heard in private session under paragraph 7;

{b}

the oommittee determines that the interests of a wltness would best be
protected by hearing evidence in private session; or

(c)

the committee considers that circumstances are otherwise such as to
warrant the hearing of evidence in private session.

9

Before giving any evidence in private session a witness will be informed
whether it is the intention of the committee to publish or present to the House all
or part of that evidence, that it is within the power of the committee to do so,
and that the House has the authority to order the production and publication of
undisclosed evidence.

10

A chairman of a committee will take care to ensure that all questions put to
witnesses are relevant to the committee's inquiry and that the information
sought by those Questions is necessary for the purpose of that inquiry. Where a
member of a committee requests discussion of a ruling of the chairman on this
matter, the committee will deliberate in private session and determine whether
any question which is the subject of the ruling is to be permitted.

11

Where a Witness objects to answering any question put to the witness, on any
ground, including the ground that the question is not refevant or that the answer
may incriminate the witness, the witness will be invited to state the ground upon
which objection to answering the question is taken. Unless the committee
determines immediately that the question should not be pressed, the committee
will then consider in private session whether it will insist upon an answer to the
question. having regard to the relevance of the question to the committee's
inquiry and the importance to the inquiry of the information sought by the
question. If the committee determines that it requires an answer to the question,
the witness will be informed of that determination and the reasons for the
determination, and will be required to answer the question only in private
session unless the committee determines that it is essential to the committee's
inquiry that the question be answered in public session. Where a witness
declines to answer a question to which a committee has required an answer,
the committee will report the facts to the House.

12

A witness wi!! not be required to answer in public session any question where
the committee has reason to believe that the answer may incriminate the
witness.
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13

Where a committee has reason to believe that evidence about to be given may
reflect adversely on a person, the committee will give consideration to hearing
that evidence in private session.

14

Where a witness gives evidence reflecting adversely on a person and the
committee is not satisfied that that evidence is relevant to the committee's
inquiry, the committee will give consideratlon to expunging that evidence from
the transcript of evidence, and to forbidding the publication of that evidence.

15

Where evidence is given which reflects adversely on a person and action of the
kind referred to in paragraph 14 is not taken in respect of the evidence, the
person will, as soon as practicable, be informed, in writing, of the nature of any
allegations, known to the committee and relevant to the committee's inqUiry,
against the person, and of the particulars of any evidence which has been given
in respect of the person.

16

The committee will extend to a person notified under paragraph 15 all
reasonable opportunity to respond to the allegations and evidence by:

(a)

making written submission to the committee;

(b)

giving evidence before the committee;

(c)

having other evidence placed before the committee; and

(d)

having witnesses examined before the committee.

17

Where oral evidence is given containing any allegation against. or reflecting
adversely on, a person, the committee
ensure as far as possible that that
person is present during the hearing of that evidence, and wlll afford all
reasonable opportunity for that person, by counselor personally, to examine
witnesses in relation to that evidence.

18

A person appearing before a committee may be accompanied by legal counsel
of their choice and may consult counsel throughout the hearing. Counsel may;

win

(a)

make written submissions to the committee on the committe.e's
procedure;

(b)

with the consent of the committee, address the committee on the
procedure to be followed before the counsel's client is heard;

(c)

object to a question directed to counsel's client on the ground that it is
irrelevant;

(d)

object to counsel's client answering a question;

(e)

if the client's reputation may be seriously damaged by the proceedings,
ask that other witnesses give evidence for the client; and

(f)

apply to examine witnesses before the committee.

19

Witnesses will be heard by the committee on oath or affirmation.

20

The committee may appoint, on terms and conditions approved by the
President or Speaker respectively, counsel to assist it.

21
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22

Reasonable opportunity will be afforded to witnesses to make corrections of
errors of transcription in the transcript of their evidence and to put before a
committee additional material supplementary to their evidence.

23

As soon as practicable after the committee has determined findings to be
included in the committee's report to the House, and prior to the presentation of
the report, a person affeoted by thos.e findings will be acquainted with the
findings and afforded aU reasonable opportunity to make submissions to the
committee, in writing and orally, on those findings. The committee will take such
submissions into account before making Its report to the House.

24

Where a committee has any reason to believe that any person has been
improperly influenced in respect of evidence which may be given before the
committee, or has been subjected to or threatened with any penalty or injury in
respect of any evidence given, the committee will take all reasonable steps to
ascertain the facts of the matter, Where the committee considers that the facts
disclose that a person may have been improperly influenced or subjected to or
threatened with penalty or injury in respect of evidence which may be or has
been given before the committee, the committee will report the facts and its
conclusions to the House.

25

The committee may recommend to the President or the Speaker, as the case
may be, the reimbursement of costs of representation of witnesses before the
committee. Where the President or Speaker is satisfied that a person would
suffer substantial hardship due to liability to pay the costs of representation of
the person before the committee, the President or Speaker may make
reimbursement of all or part of such costs as the President .or Speaker
considers reasonable.

26

Any member of the committee who is directly concerned in a matter or has
made any statements in the House revealing a prior judgment in the matter
must not be involved in any consideration of that matier.

27

Before appearing before the committee a witness will be given a copy of this
Standing Order.
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